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I. Institutional Function 

A. Establishing legislation 

The Oil Pollution Act of 1990 (OPA 90) established the Prince William Sound Oil 

Spill Recovery Institute (OSRI), to be administrated through the Prince William Sound 

Science Technology Institute (PWSSC) located in Cordova, Alaska. OSRI functions to 

conduct research and carry out educational and demonstration projects designed to 1) 

identify and develop the best available techniques, equipment, and materials for dealing 

with oil spills in the Arctic and Subarctic marine environment; and 2) complement 

Federal and State damage assessment efforts and determine, document, assess, and 

understand the long range effects of Arctic or Subarctic oil spills on the natural resources 

of Prince William Sound and its adjacent waters, and the environment, the economy, and 

the lifestyle and well-being of the people who are dependent on them, except that the 

Institute shall not conduct studies or make recommendations on any matter which is not 

directly related to Arctic or Subarctic oil spills or the effects thereof. 

 

B. Mission statement 

The mission of the OSRI is to better understand the effects of oil pollution on Arctic 

and sub-Arctic marine environments, and to seek new techniques and technologies that 

may prevent, mitigate, monitor or recover oil spills in Arctic and sub-Arctic marine 

environments through: 

* Research 

* Education 

* Demonstration and/or application 
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II. Program Introduction 

This 2005 Workplan describes the OSRI program specifically for the 2005 OSRI 

fiscal year: October 1, 2004 to September 30, 2005. 

 

A. Background 

In 1995, OSRI published an Oil Pollution Research and Technology Plan for the 

Arctic and Sub-Arctic (www.pws-osri.org/publications/rdplan.html) that provides a 

review and the guidance for developing and managing the OSRI program. The 1995 plan 

used existing oil pollution research programs as a guide, particularly the National Oil 

Pollution Research and Technology Plan, published by the Interagency Coordinating 

Committee on Oil Pollution Research (ICCOPR). This plan describes the scope of oil 

pollution prevention and response R&D, and OSRI's geographic focus on Alaska's oil 

transport system. In 1997, OSRI held a workshop to update Arctic and Sub-Arctic oil 

pollution issues for the Advisory Board. At this workshop R&D efforts conducted after 

the Exxon Valdez Oil Spill (EVOS) were reviewed and the revised national plan for oil 

pollution research and technology was presented (www.uscg.mil/hq/g-

m/nmc/gendoc/coop/coop.htm). Based on this workshop, the OSRI Advisory Board 

endorsed three program areas of applied technology, predictive ecology and public 

education and outreach. In 2002, the OSRI Advisory Board solicited a program 

assessment by the National Academies’ Polar Research Board (PRB). In response to the 

PRB report, published in early 2003, the OSRI Advisory Board deleted the three program 

areas, revised its Strategic Plan and adopted four goals for OSRI programs: understand, 

respond, inform, and partner. The 2005 Workplan specifically addresses these four goals. 

 

B. Grant Authority 

Under Title V, Section 5006 of OPA90, Congress authorized OSRI $23 million over 

10 years from the TransAlaska Pipeline System (TAPS) Fund. In FY97, after other 

pending TAPS claims were settled, Congress appropriated $22.4 million of the remaining 

funds to be held by the U.S. Treasury with the annual interest awarded to OSRI for 

implementation of the R&D program for the Arctic and Sub-Arctic (Coast Guard 
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Reauthorization Act of 1996). In FY02, Congress extended OSRI through the year 2012, 

and efforts are underway to extend OSRI through the life of the TransAlaska Pipeline. 

 

C. R&D Grant Policies and Procedures 

OSRI initially adopted an R&D grant program based on policies and procedures used 

by the National Science Foundation (NSF), NOAA's National Undersea Research 

Program and the EVOS Trustee Council. The basic document that governs the OSRI 

program is the Grant Policy Manual (GPM). The GPM provides guidance on the various 

provisions of program management. All OSRI staff, committee members, and Advisory 

Board members will follow the guidelines contained in the GPM when processing and 

managing OSRI grants. The OSRI GPM and other OSRI documents and forms, including 

application packages, are available on the OSRI web site at www.pws-osri.org, or by 

request. 

 

D. Roles and Responsibilities 

The staff structure of OSRI is related to the PWSSC as shown in Fig. 1.  

 

 

 

Figure 1. OSRI and PWSSC staff chart and relationship between the organizations 

 

The following roles and responsibilities are suggested: 
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1. Advisory Board – Set strategic direction, review program toward 

accomplishing strategic goals, promote OSRI program results and 

products to the oil spill and marine science communities, define duties 

of OSRI director and other staff, appoint and evaluate director and 

other OSRI staff, establish subcommittees, approve bylaws, set broad 

annual scientific priorities, approve annual program plan and large 

grant awards, seek operational coordination with the Prince William 

Sound Science Center and its Board of Directors, resolve complaints 

and financial award issues, act to fill vacancies on the Board, ensure 

fiduciary responsibilities are met, and assist OSRI Director and 

Science Director with partnerships. 

2. Executive Director – Assists the OSRI Science Director with 

administrative support to implement OSRI programs, promotes OSRI 

programs through outreach efforts (e.g. web page, annual report, 

meetings, etc.), and communicates with the Advisory Board on a 

regular basis concerning administrative and fiduciary issues. 

3. Science Director – Provides leadership in planning research 

programs, prepares annual work plans in consultation with the Work 

Plan Committee and the Advisory Board, works with OSRI Executive 

Director on fiduciary issues, and implements the work plan as 

approved by the Advisory Board. Coordinates proposal reviews, works 

with the Science and Technology Committee on proposal selections 

and recommendations to the Advisory Board, and ensures compliance 

with all policies and procedures of the Grant Policy Manual. 

4. Science and Technology Committee – Provides advice and 

recommendations to the Science Director and to the Advisory Board 

regarding the selection and support of research projects related to 

Arctic or sub-Arctic oil spills. Acts as the proposal selection panel 

using review comments and recommendations submitted by 

independent (not related to either OSRI or PWSSC) technical peer 
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reviewers. Provides recommendations to the Advisory Board on 

program plans, proposal and fellowship awards.  

5. Clerical Staff - provide administrative support to the Science and 

Executive Directors to carry out the OSRI Program. 

 

E. Application and Award Process 

OSRI staff, STC and Advisory Board members will follow the guidelines and 

procedures detailed in the Grants Policy Manual (GPM). The OSRI GPM and the annual 

OSRI program descriptions are available on the OSRI web site at www.pws-osri.org, or 

by request from the Science Director (cschoch@pwssc.gen.ak.us). The Grants Policy 

Manual was last revised in 2001 and will be updated during the 2005 fiscal year. 

 

 

III. OSRI Strategic Goals 

The Advisory Board of OSRI and the Executive Committee of the Board of Directors for 

the PWSSC conducted a strategic planning session on November 25-26, 2002. The 

purpose of the planning session was to evaluate the past, the present, and plan for the 

future of OSRI and the PWSSC through 2012. Strategic planning was defined as devising 

a strategy that contributes most effectively and consistently toward the mission and goals, 

and uses the plan to implement the strategies. Four goals were identified as part of the 

strategic plan: Understand, Respond, Inform, and Partner (Appendix A). The fiscal year 

(FY) 2005 Workplan have been placed in the context of these four goals and are 

summarized in Table 1.  

 

A. Goal #1 (understand): Attain a four-dimensional interdisciplinary understanding of 

Prince William Sound to enable detection and prediction of spill-related impacts and 

subsequent recovery. 

 
1. Objectives: 

a. Design nowcast observations, and hindcast-forecast modeling systems, 

demonstrate its utility, and seek long-term operational funding. 
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Described on page #

Goal 1
Observations (understand) 8

Physical 16

Meteorology 17

Moorings 19

Oceanography (Post doc for the PWSSC) 23

Biological 24

Biological 25

Copper River 25

Marine mammals 26

ShoreZone mapping 27

Modeling 28

Atmosphere 28

Wave 28

Oceanic 30

Data management 32

Fellowships 33

Student (2) 33

Senior (1) 34

Goal 2
Technology (respond) 34

Technology research and development 37

Fellowships 39

Student (1) 40

Goal 3
Education (inform) 40

Discovery Room 42

Forest to the Sea 43

Imaginarium program development 43

High School Student Scholarships 43

National Ocean Science Bowl sponsorship 44

Fellowships 44

Student (1) 45

Web page maintenance 45

Annual report 45

Science director 46

 

Table 1. Summary of FY05 Workplan 

 

b. Conduct environmental research to understand the variability of natural 

systems and how a disturbance can affect these systems. 

c. Profile potential oil spill and response impacts on the economy, life-style and 

well being of communities and resource users in Prince William Sound. 

 
2. Background 

Alaska’s Prince William Sound includes an intricate network of maritime glaciers, 

rain forests, offshore islands, and ocean. The Sound has about 5600 km of shoreline, is 

surrounded by the Chugach National Forest, and contains the most extensive system of 
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tidewater glaciers descending from the highest coastal mountain range in North America. 

The Trans Alaska Pipeline terminates at Port Valdez, making the relatively undeveloped 

environment of the Sound highly vulnerable to oil spills, as evidenced by the 1989 Exxon 

Valdez spill. The OSRI and its partner organizations conduct research in Prince William 

Sound to enable detection and prediction of oil-spill related impacts and subsequent 

recovery. This mission led to the development of the Nowcast-Forecast modeling effort 

that consists of an atmospheric circulation model coupled to an ocean circulation model. 

In the event of an oil spill, NOAA scientific support staff advise the U.S. Coast Guard 

(USCG) on probable spill trajectories based on modeled scenarios using available data on 

winds and currents. This information is used to decide among various techniques for oil-

spill remediation, including deployment of diversion booms to protect sensitive habitats, 

mechanical removal, ignition of the spill, or application of chemical dispersants. OSRI’s 

investment in the real-time model outputs of the Nowcast-Forecast Program are intended 

to inform the USCG and NOAA on prevailing atmospheric and oceanic circulation 

patterns so that more accurate trajectories can be predicted. This approach improves the 

assessment of risks versus costs, a key element in identifying the best oil-spill prevention 

and response technologies. 

An extension of the Nowcast-Forecast modeling program has potential utility in 

fisheries oceanography and in gaining a better understanding of the PWS ecosystem. 

Therefore, the modeling program is evolving to take better advantage of real-time data 

streams from recently deployed meteorological sensor arrays and an enhanced 

observational oceanography program consisting of permanent moored buoys and 

seasonal hydrographic transects. This evolution of the OSRI program coupled with recent 

national initiatives to develop an Integrated Ocean Observing System (www.ocean.us), 

and the regional Alaska Ocean Observing System (www.aoos.org), is leading to the 

development of the Prince William Sound Observing System. The goals of the national 

and regional efforts include improvements of 1) the safety and efficiency of marine 

operations; 2) predictions of climate change; 3) national security; and 4) to more 

effectively protect and restore healthy coastal marine ecosystems. While some 

government agencies already provide some of this information to national and regional 

ocean observing systems like AOOS, the PWSOS can identify and work to fill 
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observation and information gaps, and also supply tailored products to meet the needs of 

scientists, educators, industry, resource managers, search and rescue, and security 

agencies. For example, an issue relevant to OSRI is that the U.S. Coast Guard considers 

Prince William Sound and Port Valdez as high risks from a national security perspective. 

While the possibility of another accidental oil spill has been contemplated since the 

Exxon Valdez spill in 1989, only recently has the prospect of an intentional act of 

sabotage become significant. This demonstrates the need for being able to adapt existing 

real time data streams in unforeseen ways. This also requires that data streams are 

reliable and models be developed to utilize real time data.  

As part of this strategy OSRI will provide only limited funding support for new 

infrastructure with the intent to pursue additional development through partnerships and 

competitive grants. However, OSRI will continue funding the key atmospheric and 

oceanographic components of PWSOS since no other funding sources are currently 

available to sustain OSRI’s investment in models and instrumentation. Funding secured 

in 2004 will allow for infrastructure expansion such as improving the consistency and 

data quality of the existing array of meteorological sensors, deploying solar radiation 

sensors and precipitation gauges in the surrounding watersheds, and developing a 

synoptic wave model to predict wave heights, nearshore currents, and wave-induced 

turbulence. Additional funding from NOAA was recently secured through the Exxon 

Valdez Oil Spill Trustee Council to begin understanding the mechanisms and exchange 

rates of waters between the Gulf of Alaska and the Sound using fixed moorings at 

Hinchinbrook Entrance and Montague Strait, and collaborating with the GLOBEC team 

to develop a data assimilation model for PWS. Understanding the circulation and the 

patterns of water exchange will provide a solid scientific foundation for addressing not 

only oil spill trajectories, but also fisheries and ecosystem management needs related to 

long term oceanic and climatic variability. 

The evolution of the OSRI Nowcast/Forecast System into PWSOS will allow better 

utilization of infrastructure contributed by a host of partner organizations including the 

Prince William Sound Regional Citizens’ Advisory Council, the National Data Buoy 

Center, the Natural Resources Conservation Service, the University of Alaska at 

Fairbanks, Anchorage, and Juneau, the U.S. Forest Service, the U.S. Coast Guard, and the 
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Exxon Valdez Oil Spill Trustee Council. The role of OSRI in the PWSOS, to fulfill the 

mandate of understanding the effects of oil spills on arctic and subarctic environments, 

will be to maintain the core components of the PWSOS (e.g. met stations, ecological 

observations, circulation models) until other funding sources are found (i.e. IOOS) or 

until 2010 whichever comes first. This effort to coordinate local resources for the 

common goal of leveraging funds specifically to better understand the PWS ecosystem 

has captured the attention of the regional AOOS. The AOOS has recently adopted the 

PWS effort as a pilot project for the development of a coastal ocean observing system 

and data management model to serve the future Alaska nodes in Southeast Alaska, Lower 

Cook Inlet, the Bering Sea, and the Beaufort Sea. With the assistance of AOOS, a 

steering committee will provide an experts forum for coordination within this consortium, 

and specialized sub-committees will provide technical oversight for both science and 

education components. 

 

3. Existing Nowcast/Forecast and PWSOS Infrastructure 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Key components of the PWSOS include observations, models, and users. 
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The OSRI, the Prince William Sound Science Center (www.pwssc.org), and other 

institutions and universities, conduct research in PWS to better understand the ecosystem, 

and enable detection and prediction of oil-spill related impacts and subsequent recovery. 

The PWSOS provides observational data to models that provide output to aid in 

management, research, industry application, and education as shown by the flowchart in 

Figure 2. For the models to be accurate, and therefore of maximal reliability to user 

groups, they will require quality controlled real time data streams from multiple 

observational platforms. 

The PWSOS currently (in 2004) consists of a broad spatial array of sensors, 

maintained by both government and private entities, providing meteorological, 

oceanographic, and tidal data in real time (Fig 3). The ocean circulation model for PWS 

is based on the Princeton Ocean Model (POM), operated by the University of  

 

Figure 3. Instrument arrays that make up the current implementation of 

PWSOS. In 2004, OSRI is partnering with the PWS Regional Citizens’ Advisory 

Council, and the University of Alaska Fairbanks to establish a land-based 

Coastal Ocean Dynamic Applications Radar (CODAR) system for measuring 

surface current velocities in the central sound basin. This high frequency radar 

technology provides a land-based system to transmit surface current velocities in 

near real-time to a variety of users, including the public, fishermen, and resource 

managers. 
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Miami Rosenstiel School of Marine and Atmospheric Sciences (RSMAS), and funded by 

OSRI. The PWS-POM is forced by winds, tides, heat flux, and fresh water. Tidal heights 

and currents are computed from tidal harmonics (amplitudes and phases) interpolated 

from a Northeast Pacific tide model. Wind stress is computed by the Regional 

Atmospheric Modeling System (RAMS), which is a mesoscale-resolving atmospheric 

model operated by the Alaska Experimental Forecast Facility (AEFF), with funding from 

OSRI. Heating and cooling is given by the climatological monthly heat flux from the 

Comprehensive Ocean and Atmospheric Data Set (COADS). Fresh water runoff is 

derived from a hydrological model and is applied at the surface grid points next to the 

land. RAMS-driven forecasts are presently made out to 36 hrs. The limitations of this 

implementation of the POM model are significant and include 1) validations and 

verifications of the POM are limited to a single-point (i.e., no spatial structure) hourly 

observations of wind speed and direction at NDBC buoy 46060 (mid-Sound), 2) there are 

no observational data from Hinchinbrook or Montague Entrances for boundary 

conditions, 3) there are no nested larger scale domains to provide boundary conditions, 4) 

there are no real time measurements of precipitation or heat flux, 5) there are no real time 

measurements of tides, 6) and the POM is not able to assimilate the real-time data being 

collected by the PWSOS. 

 

4. Benefits 

a. Oil spills 

In the event of an oil spill in the United States, the U.S. Coast Guard (USCG) is 

designated as the Federal On Scene Coordinator (FOSC). NOAA provides scientific staff 

to advise the USCG on spill trajectories based on modeled scenarios using any available 

data on winds and currents. This information is used to manage the oil spill including the 

deployment of diversion booms to protect sensitive habitats, aerial bombardment to ignite 

the spill, or to apply chemical dispersants. The real time data streams and model outputs 

of the PWSOS can be used to inform the USCG and NOAA on prevailing atmospheric 

and oceanic circulation patterns so that more accurate trajectories can be predicted. This 

approach will improve the assessment of risks versus costs, a key element in identifying 

the best oil spill prevention and response technologies. Current approaches to this system 
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involve one-off solutions to data acquisition and model integration. An integrated 

framework for computational analysis that allows scientists to integrate models and data 

in specific workflows would tremendously improve the flexibility, repeatability, and 

effectiveness of these modeling efforts. 

 

b. National security 

Prince William Sound and Port Valdez are considered by the U.S. Coast Guard as 

high risks from a national security perspective.  The US Coast Guard oversees safety and 

security in Prince William Sound, and operates a Vessel Traffic Service (VTS) utilizing 

both radar and Automated Dependent Surveillance Shipboard System transponders 

(ADSS).  Despite this sophisticated system, many areas of the sound are not covered by 

radar and the VTS depends on voice reporting to determine vessel locations.  Accurate 

models of the oceanographic, atmospheric, and biological systems in Prince William 

Sound are critical to the security of the sound, so the USCG would also benefit from 

access to the other types of real-time data streams from this project.  We will work with 

representatives from the USCG to ensure that the real-time data streams for CODAR, 

oceanography (e.g., wave height), meteorology, and other data streams are available 

through modeling workflows that enhance the security of Prince William Sound.  This 

particular modeling scenario will be developed as one of the alternative ways in which 

real-time data flows from Prince William Sound are processed. 

 

c. Ecosystem management 

The goal of the PWSOS is to combine hypothesis-driven long-term research with 

short-term process studies to understand mechanisms underlying long-term dynamics 

between the major coastal currents of the GOA, the coastal ocean, and the fauna and flora 

of PWS. Of particular interest are understanding predominant causes of ecological 

variability. The central overarching ecological hypothesis is that both the degree and 

source of connectivity of PWS to neighboring coastal marine systems combined with 

natural and anthropogenic disturbances drive dramatic variation in ecosystem processes, 

community structure, and population dynamics over space and time. Critical connections 

between PWS and other ecosystems are forged through variable water mass exchange 
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with the GOA or from coastal freshwater runoff, implying dramatic differences in heat, 

salt, nutrient fluxes, stratification, planktonic propagules, and dissolved and suspended 

inorganic particles. This temporal and spatial variation in inputs interacts with various 

disturbances from ecological processes, such as predation, human activities, such as 

fishing, and natural events, such as earthquakes, and has important direct and indirect 

impacts. 

 

5. Approach 

a. Physical science programs 

The climate at high latitudes is often extreme and is generally driven by physical 

forces that cause seasonal and interannual temperature variation that in turn drive 

regional and local winds, precipitation, and currents. Large tidal ranges that drive 

currents and expose vast amounts of shoreline to the twice-daily ebb and flood also 

influence the northern Gulf of Alaska. This physical heterogeneity in time and space 

explains much of the biological variability observed in fisheries, birds, and mammal 

populations, as well as less charismatic benthic and pelagic invertebrate and plant 

communities. Therefore, an understanding of this physical variability is paramount to 

understanding the variability of the PWS ecosystem. OSRI will continue measuring key 

physical variables that drive ocean currents, and provide these measurements in real time 

to improve model forecasts. The atmosphere and ocean models will also be upgraded to 

take advantage of new technologies that allow real time data assimilation. OSRI will 

contribute long term funding to sustain these efforts, but major upgrades in infrastructure 

will rely upon outside funding sources. For example, the proposed modeling effort will 

utilize funds from NOAA and leverage the considerable expertise of the GLOBEC 

program. OSRI will work with AOOS to coordinate a steering committee consisting of 

modelers and observationists to attend annual organizational meetings. 

The principal drivers of circulation in PWS are tides, winds, heat flux, and 

freshwater. However, there are only three sites in PWS currently measuring precipitation, 

Whittier, Valdez, and Cordova. The ocean modeling effort funded by OSRI uses a runoff 

estimate based on climatological trends and this precludes the analysis of interannual 

variability of circulation as a function of freshwater input to the system. To better 
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understand this variability we need to combine climatological trends with estimates of 

interannual variability of precipitation and solar radiation. 

 

i. Precipitation data for circulation and spill trajectory models 

Funding partner: NOAA, PWSSC, NRCS (in kind match) 

Other partners: NWS, USCG, USFS 

OSRI cost: $15K (maintenance parts and logistics at $3K/year x five stations) 

OSRI will partner with Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) in 2005 to 

establish precipitation gauges at Mt Eyak and in College Fjord with deployment funding 

provided by a grant to the PWSSC from NOAA (a congressional earmark), and annual 

maintenance costs provided by OSRI. Additional stations will be deployed in the 

watersheds surrounding PWS (Fig 4) in following years with additional funding support 

from AOOS.  

 

 

 

Figure 4. Locations for proposed SNOTEL precipitation gauges. 

 

The NRCS installs, operates, and maintains an extensive, automated system to collect 

snowpack and related climatic data in the Western United States called SNOTEL (for 

SNOwpack TELemetry). The system evolved from NRCS's Congressional mandate in 

the mid-1930's "to measure snowpack in the mountains of the West and forecast the 

water supply”. SNOTEL uses meteor burst communications technology to collect and 
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communicate data in near-real-time. VHF radio signals are reflected at a steep angle off 

the ever present band of ionized meteorites existing from about 50 to 75 miles above the 

earth. The sites are generally located in remote high-mountain watersheds where access is 

often difficult or restricted. Sites are battery powered with solar cell recharge designed to 

operate unattended and without maintenance for a year. A central computer at NRCS's 

National Water and Climate Center (NWCC) in Portland, Oregon controls system 

operations and receives the data collected by the SNOTEL network. SNOTEL sites have 

a pressure sensing snow pillow, storage precipitation gage, and air temperature sensor. 

Generally, sensor data is recorded every 15 minutes and the new generation of remote 

sites, master stations, and central computer facilities allows for hourly interrogation.  

 

ii. Meteorological and tidal data for spill trajectory models and marine safety 

Funding partner: NOAA, PWSSC, NRCS (in kind match) 

Other partners: PWSRCAC, NWS, USCG, USFS, NDBC 

OSRI cost: $25K (parts, logistics and salary at $5K/year x five stations) 

The OSRI has contracted the deployment of six meteorological stations in PWS to 

provide real time data streams to the scientific community, oil spill responders, the 

USCG, and local mariners. Figure 5 shows the locations for five of the six stations.  

 

 

 

Figure 5. Locations of OSRI meteorological stations in PWS proposed for 

telemetry upgrade with Alaska Meteor Burst Data service. 
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The stations transmit data through a VHF radio network to one of three links with the 

Internet. Over the last two years of operation it has become apparent that the VHF 

network is compromising the consistency of data transmission. Furthermore, the current 

contract does not provide for quality control of the data or for more than one maintenance 

visit per year. The RAMS model relies on the real time data stream for validation of 

modeled nowcasts. Without reliable access to these data the model results are skewed to 

those stations with the most consistent data feed, i.e. the NWS C-MAN and NDBC 

buoys. A grant from NOAA to the PWSSC will allow for the conversion of these stations 

to NRCS SnoTel platforms including an upgrade of precipitation and solar radiation 

sensors. The annual operating costs for the SnoTel telemetry and sensor upgrades are 

about $2500 per year per station. The annual maintenance costs for five of the six stations 

will be provided by OSRI for: Kokinhenik Bar, Applegate Rock, Tatitlek, Pigot Point, 

and Chenega Bay. The NWS has deployed a new meteorological station at the Cordova, 

Boat Harbor and that will replace the PWSSC building station. The Tripod Hill (Mt 

Eyak) station functions primarily as a VHF repeater and will be replaced with a SnoTel 

Station. 

 
iii. Water exchange processes in Hinchinbrook Entrance and Montague Strait 

Funding partners: NOAA, PWSSC, NDBC (in kind match) 

Other partners: AOOS, PWSRCAC 

OSRI cost: $60K ($25K parts and logistical support, plus $35K PWSSC technician 

salary) 

PWS is connected to the northern GOA shelf at Hinchinbrook Entrance (HE) and 

Montague Strait (MS) (Fig 6). PWS and the adjacent shelf support a wide variety of 

producer and consumer species, including sea birds, marine mammals, and commercially 

important fish stocks. Understanding the linkages between the physical and biological 

components of this tremendously productive ecosystem is necessary for better 

understanding of the physical processes that control a biological response and for 

effective management of marine resources. The Sound Ecosystem Assessment program 

(1994-1999), funded by the Exxon Valdez Oil Spill Trustee Council, identified exchange  
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Figure 6. The proposed locations for the mooring arrays in the major 

entrances to PWS are shown. 

 

between the northern GOA and PWS as one of three physical processes that exert the 

most influence on the biology of phytoplankton, zooplankton, and juvenile fish within the 

Sound (Vaughn et al., 2001). An accurate description of the flow through HE is therefore 

necessary to investigate the relationship between circulation variability and biological 

variability in PWS. 

Observations (Muench and Schmidt, 1975; Niebauer et al., 1994; Vaughn and Gay, 

2002) and numerical simulations (Bang and Mooers, 2003) show cross-channel variations 

in HE hydrographic and velocity fields. In spite of this spatial variability, all current 

meter mooring programs investigating flow through HE have, to date, been comprised of 

single-site moorings unable to resolve this horizontal variability. Furthermore, none of 

these earlier mooring programs have measured flow in the upper 20-40 m of the water 

column.  

The proposed current meter mooring project addresses these two significant 

limitations to acquiring an accurate description of transport variability through the 

principle entrances. Three current meter moorings will be deployed across HE and MS 

(Fig 7). 
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Figure 7. Each mooring array will consist of a pair of shallow water moored 

instruments close to shore funded by OSRI (boxed), a telemetered NDBC 

mooring, and two instrumented subsurface moorings. 

 

One of the current meter moorings in each entrance will be a telemetered NDBC 

buoy, 46061 in HE and 46081 in MS. The other two current meter moorings in each 

entrance will be subsurface to avoid shipping traffic. The NDBC buoys will be 

instrumented with a downward looking RDI 150 KHz Workhorse Acoustic Doppler 

Current Profiler (ADCP), and a Seabird Microcat suspended from a cage in the buoy hull. 

Each subsurface mooring will have two ADCPs at ~100 m depth, one upward-looking 

and one downward-looking. Each pair of ADCPs will consist of RDI 300 KHz 

Workhorses. All ADCPs will acquire hourly measurements of current speed and 

direction. 

Yearlong time series of hourly current measurements are more than adequate to 

identify the principal tidal constituents of the flow through the pass. Data from the NDBC 

buoy mounted ADCPs will acquire high-resolution (8-m bins) observations for the water 

column and will acquire near-surface current measurements within ~7 m of the surface. 

These data will be telemetered every hour to the central computer at Stennis Mississippi 

for processing and web based dissemination. The subsurface mooring mounted ADCPs, 

deployed in upward-looking configurations, will provide high-resolution (2.25-m bins) 

observations in the upper 100 m of the water column and will acquire near-surface 

current measurements within ~7 m of the surface. The downward-looking 300 kHz 
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ADCP will acquire measurements of lower water column currents in 2.25-m bins. Each 

subsurface mooring will also be instrumented with three CTD (Seabird Microcat or 

seacat) located at the top, middle and bottom of each string. The CTDs will sample 

temperature and salinity at thirty-minute intervals for the purpose of identifying periods 

of deepwater exchange between PWS and the northern GOA. The proposed array of two 

double-instrumented subsurface moorings, and a single instrumented surface mooring, 

will provide significantly improved horizontal and vertical resolution, and identification 

of cross-channel velocity variations, over the single-site moorings previously deployed in 

HE. 

Mooring maintenance will be conducted every six months. The initial mooring 

deployment will occur in September 2004. During the first recovery mission in March 

2005, the HE subsurface moorings will be recovered and while aboard ship, the data will 

be downloaded from the instruments, the instruments cleaned, and the mooring strings 

inspected and then re-deployed for another six months. The MS subsurface instruments 

will be replaced with spares. In September 2005, the HE moored instruments will be 

replaced with spares, and the MS moored instruments will be cleaned and then re-

deployed for another six months. The sampling strategy of sequential six-month 

deployments is preferable to a single, yearlong deployment because the risk of data loss 

due to instrument failure/loss is diminished. This six-month rotation cycle will continue 

for a minimum of 5 years. The annual maintenance costs will be provided by OSRI. 

The simplest data analyses will be time series plots of the physical field variables 

(velocity, transport, temperature, salinity, and winds) measured in or near HE and MS. 

Basic statistical measures such as record mean, variance, and monthly mean will be 

computed for each time series. Axes of maximum variance will be computed for currents 

at each bin depth for each mooring location and for winds at each wind observation 

location. Correlations between the time series of physical field variables will also be 

computed. Least squares methods will be used to extract the principal tidal constituents 

from the ADCP velocity data. A time series of subtidal volume transports will be 

calculated from the de-tided records. All subsurface mooring data will be posted on the 

web within one month of instrument recovery. The NDBC will process and post ADCP 

and CTD data from the surface buoy in real time. OSRI will fund the logistics costs and 
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the salary of a marine technician (.5 FTE) to aid with the maintenance and deployment of 

the oceanographic moorings, instrument calibration, and data processing. 

 

iv. PWSSC oceanography research fellowship (Post doctoral) 

Funding partners: TBD 

Other partners: TBD 

OSRI cost: $75K 

The intent of the OSRI Post doctoral positions is to 1) provide research staff to the 

PWSSC; 2) to research diverse issues relevant to the OSRI mission; and 3) to maintain 

the highest caliber of research possible. The term of the post doc positions are two years, 

with possible one-year extensions if the project warrants the extra time and OSRI funds 

are available. The intent is not to support full time PWSSC staff, but staff can advise post 

docs and leverage other funds to utilize the expertise of OSRI post docs for their projects. 

Post docs will be recruited and hired by the PWSSC based on competitive ranking of 

criteria including but not limited to their task relevant expertise, education, experience, 

and recommendations from previous employers 

OSRI will fund a postdoctoral position to conduct basic and applied research in 

Prince William Sound and the Gulf of Alaska utilizing the ocean observing system to 

meet one or more of the OSRI research focus issues. The general research focus will be 

on understanding the physical circulation and mixing of PWS waters and how these 

affect oil spill trajectories in space and time. The research area includes the Sound and 

the adjacent Gulf of Alaska. This position will be responsible for two main categories of 

work: 1) participate in the research and monitoring programs required by the OSRI grant, 

including hydrographic data acquisition and analyses, drifter trajectory analyses, large 

scale field experiments, and publication in peer reviewed journals (75%), and 2) assume a 

lead role in securing external funds to develop process oriented studies to further our 

understanding of how PWS, the Gulf of Alaska, and the surrounding watersheds interact 

(25%). Under the first category, this position will be responsible for the routine quarterly 

oceanographic transects across Hinchinbrook Entrance and Montague Strait, as well as 

maintaining fixed moorings and meteorological arrays, and telemetry networks as part of 

the PWS Observing System. The position will also be required to participate in an 
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integrated science, education, and outreach program conducted by the education staff of 

the PWSSC. 

 

(Physical subtotal OSRI cost: $175K) 

 

b. Biological science programs 

There are several annual surveys conducted in PWS by agencies and other institutions 

to monitor sea otters (Bodkin: EVOS, 2004), harbor seals (Hoover-Miller: EVOS, 2004), 

killer whales (Matkin: EVOS, 2004), humpback whales (Matkin: EVOS, 2004), and the 

management efforts of ADF&G (Bechtol, pers. com.) contribute surveys of king crab, 

herring, Dungeness crab, five species of salmon, walleye pollock, sablefish, shrimp, 

scallops, sharks, Pacific cod, misc. skates, arrowtooth flounder, black and rougheye 

rockfish, and dover sole. Intertidal suverys have been conducted as part of the EVOS 

monitoring by Driskoll et al. (2001), Shiginaka et al. (2004), and more recently by Konar 

and Iken (EVOS, 2004) as part of the Census of Marine Life (http://www.coml.org/). 

These limited studies have contributed to our understanding of the variability of marine 

life over time, but we still lack a comprehensive understanding of spatial distributions 

and how these change over time. Better habitat maps of PWS, the life and life stages 

associated with them, and the physical and biological mechanisms that force variability 

are high priority topics for future funding, but not necessarily from OSRI. 

In the next few years, OSRI will pursue a better understanding of the variability of 

biota in PWS and how this relates to variability of the ocean, freshwater input, 

mechanisms of genetic exchange between the Gulf of Alaska and the PWS, larval and 

spore recruitment and post-recruitment processes, and utilization of PWS habitats by 

different life stages of benthic and pelagic organisms. Surprisingly little is known about 

the PWS ecosystem even 15 years following the oil spill. For example, there are no data 

quantifying the spatial and temporal variability of kelp forests in PWS. High resolution 

bathymetry is now only available for the western Sound, and no essential fish habitat 

maps exist. For OSRI to continue improving the understanding of PWS and how 

populations vary with natural and anthropogenic perturbations, more emphasis needs to 

be focused on key elements of the PWS ecosystem that have not been quantified or even 
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described. OSRI will seek funding partnerships with AOOS, ADF&G, GEM, and NPRB 

to continue the acoustical monitoring of fish and zooplankton, and seek collaborations 

with UAF and others to adopt this long term monitoring program. Similar partnerships 

will be sought for monitoring biota on the Copper River Delta and watershed. The OSRI 

sponsored post doctoral positions are intended to fund short term focused investigations 

on biological issues relevant to the OSRI mission. 

 

i. PWSSC Biological Monitoring Grant 

Funding partners:  PWSSC, EVOS-GEM 

Other partners: ADF&G, NOAA/NMFS 

OSRI cost: $75,000 

Neocalanus copepods and pteropods represent the bulk of forage for planktivorous fishes 

(herring, walleye Pollock, salmon fry, etc.) during the annual spring bloom in Prince 

William Sound. Past zooplankton studies supported by OSRI have verified and elucidated 

the importance of large zooplankton for pink salmon survival. Given the importance of 

zooplankton as forage for fishes at risk to oil spills, OSRI will continue funding the 

monitoring of zooplankton and fish populations. For more information on this program, 

see: http://www.pwssc.gen.ak.us/hydroacoustics/hydroacoustics.html 

 

ii. PWSSC Copper River Delta Grant 

Funding partners: EVOS-GEM, PWSSC 

OSRI cost: $75,000 

Beginning in the spring of 2000, OSRI funded studies on the intertidal resources of the 

Copper River Delta at risk to oil spills. In 2003, the research program was expanded with 

new funding support from the Exxon Valdez Oil Spill Trustee Council’s Gulf Ecosystem 

Monitoring program. The ultimate goal of the Copper River Delta research is to 

understand the spatial and temporal dynamics of the biological community of the Copper 

River Delta in order to predict how this community would respond to anthropogenic (e.g., 

an oil spill) or naturally induced changes (e.g., climate change) in the physical and 

chemical environment.  The approach to achieve this goal has been to focus on the central 

part of the food web (benthic invertebrates) and then to add components that focus on 
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higher (predators) and lower trophic levels (primary producers) as funding allows.  The 

FY05 OSRI funding represents year 2 of a 3-year project that will be completed at the 

end of FY06. For further information on this project, see: 

http://www.pwssc.gen.ak.us/nearshore/MarineInvert-Bishop.html 

 

iii. Monitoring of marine mammals 

Partners: Alaska Sealife Center, NOAA, PWSSC 

Other partners: Seemore Wildlife 

OSRI cost: $2K (annual maintenance cost: parts and logistics) 

SeeMore Wildlife Systems creates robotic cameras and hydroacoustic systems for 

monitoring wildlife in remote locations. The camera systems are wireless, solar and wind 

powered, and designed to operate in extremely foul-weather environments (Fig 8).  

 

                    

Figure 8. A technician calibrates an instrument on a remote video telemetry system 

(left), and a remote camera images a sea lion haul out (right) in the Gulf of Alaska. 

 

The cameras are rugged, waterproof (submersible), and each has on-board lens wiper, 

squirter, water storage, and self-diagnostics. All of the equipment is designed for 12vdc 

power, and all the equipment is hardened for long term outdoor operation. The goal of the 

image and audio collection systems is to provide researchers and public educators with 

tools that allow them to monitor wildlife in remote locations for long periods with 

minimal impact to the wildlife.  
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The remote-controlled cameras use PIC processors from Microchip Technologies Inc. 

of Chandler, Ariz., and include solar panels, battery sensors, two-way data transmitters 

and windshield wipers. The streaming video protocol, called ViewPort, uses image 

recognition software to train the camera to find certain colors and degrees of motion. 

Using microwave and wireless technology, the video and audio is compressed, encoded, 

and streamed to the internet. 

We will partner with the Alaska Sealife Center to deploy a video array on the Needle 

reef in Montague Strait. This will augment existing video camera systems on sea lion 

haulouts at Seal Rock, at the mouth of Hinchinbrook Entrance, and potentially provide a 

useful supplement to the oceanographic and meteorological data being collected at those 

sites. For more information see: http://www.seemorewildlife.com/applications/seal.php 

 

iv. Shore zone habitat mapping 

Funding partner: TBD 

Other partners: AOOS, CORI, PWSRCAC, CIRCAC, TNC, U.S. Forest Service, ADEC, 

ADNR, ADF&G, PWSSC 

OSRI cost: in kind (Science Director salary) 

Timeline: pending funding 

Nearshore scientists have recognized Shore-Zone maps as the highest priority product 

for the GEM nearshore program following a series of community workshops, stakeholder 

meetings, and recommendations. The products generated by Shore-Zone provide a 

spatially comprehensive reference for intertidal and subtidal habitats. Aerial Video 

Imagery (AVI) will be collected during the lowest tides of the year and then be used as 

the primary data source for intertidal and shallow subtidal mapping. Video data and in 

situ observations will be used to generate GIS coverages of physical and biological 

shoreline attributes. These attributes will be validated by a rigorous field survey in the 

final year of the project. Shore-Zone maps in other areas are widely used by state and 

federal agencies for regional planning (e.g., GRS planning, eelgrass distribution maps), 

and development of derivative models (e.g., potential oil residence, sandlance spawning 

capability). Video imagery and GIS coverages will be available on the Internet. The 
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EVOS TC has funded Shorezone mapping for the shores of Kodiak Island in 2005, but 

funding for PWS is pending. For more information see: www.CoastAlaska.net.  

 

(Biological subtotal OSRI cost: $152K) 

 

 

c. Modeling 

i. Atmospheric circulation modeling 

Funding partners: none 

Other partners: Alaska Experimental Forecast Facility, NWS, AOOS, PWSRCAC 

OSRI cost: $60K (AEFF technicians salary and computer costs) 

The Regional Atmospheric Modeling System (RAMS), a primitive-equation finite 

difference model, is being run daily at the Alaska Experimental Forecast Facility (AEFF) 

at the University of Alaska Anchorage (UAA) as a forecast model (48 h forecasts at 

increments of 1 h) for the Prince William Sound region. RAMS is run using nested grids 

(64 km, 16 km and 4 km grid meshes) to allow the complex high-resolution 4-km grid 

topography of PWS to interact with the larger-scale atmospheric forcing to produce local-

scale surface winds, heat fluxes, etc.. RAMS is initialized with the NCEP Eta model (216 

grid), and optionally atmospheric soundings and surface observations. For more 

information on this program, see: http://aeff.uaa.alaska.edu/AEFF/PWS/index.html. 

 

ii. Synoptic wave modeling 

Funding partners: NOAA, PWSSC, Texas A&M University (in kind match) 

Other partners: NWS, USCG, NOAA HazMat 

OSRI cost: $5K (technicians salary and computer costs) 
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Figure 14. The SWAN wave model has been configured for Penobscot Bay as part 

of the Gulf of Maine Ocean Observing System (from V. Panchang, Texas A&M). 

 

The development of ocean observing systems is intended to acquire and disseminate 

various data on ocean parameters to user communities at regular intervals. Mathematical 

modeling methods constitute an integral component of such systems. In the context of 

waves, models like WAM (Komen et al. 1994) and WAVEWATCH (Tolman 1989) are 

now routinely operational and produce ongoing forecasts for much of the global oceans. 

However, the resolution used in these systems is too coarse for obtaining reliable wave 

information in coastal regions (for example, around the US, the National Weather Service 

uses grids varying between 0.5 and 1.25 degrees) and the models are not intended to 

handle complex geometric features and the resulting wave-scattering effects such as 

reflections, diffraction, etc. that may be important in nearshore areas. Much closer to the 

coast and in semi-enclosed embayments like PWS, where wave transformation is 

governed by the domain geometry (Figure 14), it is necessary to model the wave motion 

itself using phase-resolving models (as opposed to modeling merely the energy 

transport).  
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The SWAN wave model will be adapted to PWS. The model is a third generation 

wave model developed at the Technical University of Delft in the Netherlands (Booij et 

al., 1999; and Ris et al., 1999). It can accurately predict wave heights, nearshore current 

velocities based on radiation stress, and wave induced turbulence. By coupling this model 

to a circulation model (see below), the current velocities and directions can be extended 

to the shoreline. These capabilities will be valuable to mariners, oil spill responders, 

fishery managers, search and rescue, and the scientific research community. 

 

vi. Data assimilation modeling 

Funding partners: NOAA, PWSSC 

Other partners: Jet Propulsion Laboratory, University of California Los Angeles 

OSRI cost: $60K (technicians salary) 

 

 

 

Figure 15. The proposed nested ROMS for PWS will assimilate real time data 

streams and output from other model (e.g. RAMS, SWAN), for more accurate 

forecasts useful to a broad range of users groups including industry, government, 

research, and the public (from Y. Chao, JPL). 
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At the core of many ocean observing systems are the predictive capabilities of ocean 

circulation models, i.e., simulation models that can be used to forecast the flow of ocean 

currents. We propose to develop a real time data assimilation model for PWS such as the 

Regional Ocean Model System (ROMS). The intent is to develop a model that can utilize 

the data streaming from real-time ocean sensors and other model output and assimilate 

those data to make model corrections in real-time (Fig. 15). 

The PWS ROMS model will be developed by UCLA in collaboration with the current 

GLOBEC modeling group in the Gulf of Alaska (UAF and PMEL). This provides for an 

efficient use of the information and modeling expertise assembled during the GLOBEC 

effort. The Jet Propulsion Laboratory will develop the data assimilation component. The 

first and second years (of three years) will focus on developing the operational nested 

ROMS. Beginning in the second year, the data assimilation capability will be developed. 

During the second year we will also begin designing and securing funds for a coupled 

phytoplankton/zooplankton model. The design will also allow for coupling the ROMS 

with one or more future fisheries models (salmon, herring). 

  

A.       B. 

Figure 16. By integrating with the SCCOOS, the PWSOS will be in a unique 

position to study very large-scale signals propagating up the west coast of North 

America. Another feature of the ROMS is the ability to assimilate real time data 

streams to correct modeled predictions based on observed conditions (Figure 

14B). This utility will make use of the real time instrument arrays being deployed 

in PWS and showcase the integrated functionality of an operational OOS (from Y. 

Chao, JPL). 
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ROMS is a free-surface, hydrostatic, primitive equation ocean model that uses 

stretched, terrain-following coordinates in the vertical and orthogonal curvilinear 

coordinates in the horizontal. Initially, it was based on the S-coordinate Rutgers 

University Model (SCRUM) described by Song and Haidvogel (1994). ROMS was 

completely rewritten to improve both its numerics and efficiency in single and multi-

threaded computer architectures. It also was expanded to include a variety of new 

features including high-order advection schemes; accurate pressure gradient algorithms; 

several subgrid-scale parameterizations; atmospheric, oceanic, and benthic boundary 

layers; biological modules; radiation boundary conditions; and data assimilation. 

A unique feature of ROMS is its capability of nesting (also know as adaptive mesh 

refinement) of several models with different spatial resolutions (Fig 16). In such a nested  

model, the boundary conditions from the smaller domain are obtained from the larger 

domain. For example, Figure 16A depicts a Pacific basin-scale configuration at 50 km 

resolution and the PWS implementation, for which multiple 15 km, 5 km, and 1.5 km 

regional ROMS will be nested into a single system. This model will be developed for 

data assimilation to accept observational data for improving its predictions. Assimilation 

models are particularly relevant for our applications since they allow the scientist to 

“plug in” real-time or near real-time observations to fill-in observation gaps (e.g., where 

HF radar resolution is insufficient) and to improve or validate model predictions (Figure 

16B). 

 

(Modeling subtotal OSRI cost: $120K) 

 

d. Data management 

Funding partners: AOOS, UAF, UAA/AEFF (in kind) 

Other partners: NCEAS 

OSRI cost: $40K (technicians salary and disk space) 

Long term funding to sustain continuous data archiving and dissemination is key to 

the atmospheric and oceanographic components of PWSOS. This funding will initially be 

provided by OSRI, but the PWSOS is being designed to fully utilize the infrastructure 

contributed by a host of partner organizations including the regional Alaska Ocean 
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Observing System, Prince William Sound Regional Citizens’ Advisory Council, the 

National Data Buoy Center, the Natural Resources Conservation Service, the University 

of Alaska at Fairbanks, Anchorage, and Juneau, the U.S. Forest Service, the U.S. Coast 

Guard, and the Exxon Valdez Oil Spill Trustee Council. The AOOS Data Management 

Advisory Committee (DMAC) will guide the effort to develop standardized protocols 

under the auspices of IOOS, so that when IOOS funds become available, other funding 

sources can be found to maintain the data archiving servers and dissemination protocols 

initially developed with OSRI funding. 

 

(Data management subtotal OSRI cost: $40K) 

 

e. Research fellowships  

The OSRI is focusing on research within high latitude areas at risk from oil and gas 

activities. Under Goal#1 of the OSRI strategic plan, the suggested focus areas for 

research projects funded by the OSRI fellowship program are: 

 

Ocean observations and modeling 

• seasonal and interannual variation of ocean circulation and mixing; 

• quantitative ecology of marine and estuarine habitats. 

 

i. Graduate student fellowships 

Funding partners: none 

Other partners: TBD (25% match provided by applicant) 

OSRI cost: $50K (two students at $25K per student per year) 

OSRI funds are provided to support graduate student research projects that will 

enhance scientific understanding of the marine ecosystem, provide information needed by 

managers and decision-makers for oil spill response and recovery, and improve public 

awareness and understanding of marine and estuarine ecosystems. The OSRI Graduate 

Research Fellowship (GRF) Program offers qualified master's and doctoral students the 

opportunity to address scientific questions of significance to high latitude cold climate 
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regions (Appendix C). The result is high-quality research focused on improving oil spill 

response and recovery issues. 

 

iii. Senior research fellowship 

Funding partners: none 

Other partners: UAF 

OSRI cost: $15K 

The OSRI Senior Research Fellowship provides a platform from which investigators 

from any university, agency, or private institute can conduct research at the PWSSC to 

better understand natural and anthropogenic variability in the ocean, benthic habitats, and 

watersheds of Prince William Sound. Fellows are expected to further the research themes 

of OSRI and are selected based on their scientific leadership, their interest and ability to 

participate in interdisciplinary research, and their ability and willingness to communicate 

the importance of OSRI’s research to the public and policy makers in government. Senior 

Research Fellows can work independently, with the OSRI Postdoctoral Fellow, or in 

collaboration with the PWSSC science staff. Senior Research Fellows will also interact 

with the OSRI Science Director and the Institute’s Advisory Board in developing 

research plans and directions for future studies. The OSRI senior fellowship award 

provides salary support of 1-2 months per year for a period of three years for each 

Fellow, enabling them to pursue research interests related to the current theme of the 

Institute and to participate in Institute workshops, symposia and outreach activities. OSRI 

expects to appoint one new Fellow in 2005. Up to 10% of the OSRI share may be used 

for institutional overhead or university indirect costs. 

 

(Goal#1 Fellowships subtotal OSRI cost: $65K) 

Goal #1 Subtotal Partner cost: $2,105K 

Goal #1 Subtotal OSRI annual cost: $557K 

 

B. Goal #2 (respond): Enhance the ability of oil spill responders to mitigate impacts of 

spills in Arctic and sub-Arctic marine environments. 
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1. Objectives: 

a. Fill knowledge gaps on behavior of spilled oil. 

b. Fill knowledge gaps on use and effectiveness of specific mitigation 

techniques. 

c. Identify and evaluate new prevention and response technologies. 

 

2. Background 

Thousands of marine accidents occur each year in which oil or chemicals are released 

into the coastal environment.  Spills into our coastal waters, whether accidental or 

intentional, can harm people and the environment and cause substantial disruption of 

waterways with potential widespread economic impacts. There is no single organization 

or facility in the U.S. with the goal of transforming scientific and technical advancements 

into improvements that reduce cost and improve the effectiveness of spill preparedness, 

response, and restoration. There is a need for more and better-coordinated investments in 

research, development, technology transfer, and dissemination of standard practices. 

Progress in these areas has great potential to improve the effectiveness of spill response. 

The institutions and programs that work in these areas are in general under-funded 

and weakly linked. The reasons are manifold, but are neatly summarized in the following 

quote: “After catastrophic spills, when the acute effects of oiled beaches, polluted 

waterways and dying wildlife are featured in all the media, there is public outcry and 

political interest, accompanied by calls for action, for more research, and for better 

prevention and control measures. Later, as acute effects fade, but longer term and less 

obvious problems may continue, public interest—and with it political interest—fade…. 

When the next catastrophe occurs everyone wonders why no one has learned more about 

how to deal with the problem since the last spill…. The phenomenon of cyclical attention 

and lack of sustained interest and resources…[makes] it difficult to create a coherently 

planned…program” (NRC, 1994). 

Recognizing these issues, OSRI advanced the concept of partnering with two other 

funding programs to leverage monies towards one annual RFP specifically aimed at 

developing new technologies for oil spill response in high latitude cold marine climates. 

OSRI is developing this partnership with the Cooperative Institute for Coastal and 
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Estuarine Environmental Technologies (CICEET: http://ciceet.unh.edu), and the new 

Coastal Response Research Center (CRRC: http://www.crrc.unh.edu). 

The Cooperative Institute for Coastal and Estuarine Environmental Technology 

(CICEET) was established in 1997 as a national center for the development and 

innovative application of environmental technologies and methods for monitoring, 

managing, and preventing contamination in estuaries and coastal waters. The Institute 

promotes collaboration among those in academia, government, and the private sector. 

The Institute's unique role is to develop innovative and transferable technologies and 

techniques that are directly applicable to estuarine and coastal systems. Activities of 

CICEET also complement several other programs of the National Ocean Service (NOS), 

NOAA, and other federal, state, and local agencies. CICEET projects and programs are 

coordinated closely with the Coastal Services Center, National Centers for Coastal Ocean 

Science, the Office of Response and Restoration, and Sea Grant, as well as the Coastal 

States Organization, National Estuarine Research Reserve Association, and Estuarine 

Research Federation. The Institute will develop technologies and techniques that benefit 

other NOS and NOAA programs, federal, state, and local agencies, and academia. The 

Institute also will foster collaboration with the private sector to commercialize key 

environmental technologies. CICEET strives to get information and technology into the 

hands of key users and decision-makers, and build the skills necessary to use new 

approaches through training. 

The CRRC is a partnership between the University of New Hampshire and the 

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s (NOAA) Office of Response and 

Restoration. The broad goals of the CRRC are to work with NOAA’s Office of Response 

and Restoration to conduct research, development, and technology transfer to reduce the 

consequences of spills and other hazards threatening coastal environments and 

communities. The CRRC will address national issues and focus on the research, 

education, and technology involved with all aspects of spills, with an overall objective of 

promoting effective protection and restoration of coastal areas. The primary mission of 

the CRRC is to establish research priorities and collaborate on and conduct research to 

advance the knowledge, technology, and practice of spill preparedness, response, and 

restoration. Additionally, the secondary missions are to compile and analyze data to 
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establish trends in spills, spill risk, preparedness and response; transform research results 

into standards of practice and demonstration projects; provide reference information to 

improve preparedness and response capabilities; and create a learning center for spill 

preparedness, response and restoration to promote awareness of capabilities and realistic 

expectations about risks and benefits. 

 

3. Benefits 

A collaborative effort between OSRI, CICEET and the CRRC will benefit OSRI 

through 1) the national exposure of a well established funding program with connections 

to the top ranked engineering schools in the country, 2) the pooled efforts to peer review 

and select proposals for funding, 3) the leveraging of OSRI funds with those of CICEET 

and the CRRC to substantially increase the monies available for research and 

development of new techniques and technologies related to the recovery of cold climate 

oil spills. 

 

4. Approach 

a. Technology research and development 

Funding partners: CICEET, CRRC 

Other partners: NOAA ORR, Cook Inlet and Prince William Sound RCAC 

OSRI cost: $200K 

OSRI, CICEET, and the CRRC have formed a unique partnership to develop new 

technologies and/or apply innovative approaches utilizing existing technologies to 

address oil spills in cold climate estuarine and coastal environments. Cold climate areas 

of interest include those subjected to severe storms, large waves, prolonged winter 

weather, and sea ice such as the Gulf of Alaska, Bering Sea, Chukchi Sea, Beaufort Sea, 

Arctic Ocean, and the Gulf of Maine. Techniques and technologies of interest include: 

i. Develop and/or apply novel and cost-effective methods and technologies for 

preventing, recovering, reducing, or eliminating spilled contaminants. 

• Hazard monitoring and early warning technologies 

• Mechanical, physical, chemical, biological mechanisms and methods 
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• Removal of oil and toxic contaminants in and under ice 

ii. Develop new sensors and technologies to detect and quantify contaminants in 

the environment. 

1. Fate and transport of released contaminants 

2. Fate and transport of chemicals used to treat contaminants 

3. Detection of oil and toxic contaminants in and under ice 

iii. Develop and/or apply novel and cost-effective technologies and methods to 

remediate contaminated sediments and water. 

• Habitat recovery and restoration 

• Quantify short and long term effects of contaminants on organisms and 

ecosystems 

The partnership will issue joint annual solicitations in the fall (starting October 2005) 

through the CRRC. The partnership will issue one solicitation and will involve joint 

marketing, joint review, but then separate funding (OSRI funds one or two projects, 

CICEET funds one or two, CRRC funds one or two). All parties would get credit for 

supporting the partnership. At this time, the level of funding agreed upon is $200K from 

CICEET, at least $100K from CRRC, and $200K from OSRI. CRRC will develop an 

online database and project archive for public dissemination of projects and project 

results. 

The project solicitation process will consist of a request for preliminary proposals in 

the fall of each year. Preliminary proposals will be peer reviewed by non-partnership 

scientists in November and December. The projects will be evaluated based on: 

• projected outcome rather than output,  

• problem solving rather than problem defining,  

• technology development not description of processes,  

• useful tools and products rather than interesting research,  

• broadly applicable rather than site specific,  
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• novel and innovative rather than tried and true,  

• technological advances rather than incremental steps in science,  

• the environment and the economy are the endpoints rather than journal 

articles. 

In January, a selection panel will convene to discuss the outcome of the first round of 

reviews. The preliminary proposal review is primarily a programmatic review. This 

review will match projects to the specific funding source (OSRI, CICEET, or CRRC) and 

identify projects for full proposals. An invitation for full proposals will be issued in 

February, and sixty days allotted for submission. In April, the full proposals will be sent 

to technical peer reviewers, or scientists and engineers acknowledged for their expertise. 

The projects will be evaluated based on: 

• Qualifications of the project team, 

• Quality of the proposed research,  

• Expected outcome, 

• Reasonable and justified project costs. 

A project selection panel will convene in June to discuss and recommend projects for 

funding to the individual funding sources. Projects selected for OSRI funding will be 

presented to the Advisory Board at the September meeting. If funding is approved, 

projects will start on October 1. 

 
b. Research fellowships 

The OSRI is focusing on research within high latitude areas at risk from oil and gas 

activities. Under Goal#2 of the OSRI strategic plan, the suggested focus areas for 

research projects funded by the OSRI fellowship program are: 

Technology development 

• mechanisms for removing oil from water, sediments, and oil in and under ice; 

• quantifying the fate and effects of oil spills in high latitude cold climates; 
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i. Graduate student fellowships 

Funding partners: none 

Other partners: TBD (25% match provided by applicant) 

OSRI cost: $25K (one student at $25K per student per year) 

OSRI funds are provided to support graduate student research projects that will 

design and /or develop technologies and techniques to aid in the response and recovery of 

oil spills in high latitude cold climates, provide information needed by managers and 

decision-makers for oil spill response and recovery, and improve public awareness and 

understanding of marine and estuarine ecosystems. The OSRI Graduate Research 

Fellowship (GRF) Program offers qualified master's and doctoral students the 

opportunity to address scientific questions of significance to high latitude cold climate 

regions (Appendix C). The result is high-quality research focused on improving oil spill 

response and recovery issues. 

 

Goal #2 Subtotal Partner annual cost: $300K 

Goal #2 Subtotal OSRI annual cost: $225K 

 

C. Goal #3 (inform): Disseminate information and educate the public on the issues of oil 

spill prevention, response, and impacts. 

 
1. Objectives 

a. Facilitate the exchange of information and ideas through education and 

outreach. 

b. Brief the scientific community and oil spill responders on OSRI products. 

c. Develop and maintain a web page that provides relevant and timely 

information on environmental conditions in PWS to aid oil spill responders, 

researchers, managers, and mariners. 

d. Provide graduate and undergraduate fellowships and internships (see Goal 1). 

 

2. Background 
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The Oil Spill Recovery Institute has designated a portion of its program spending for 

public education and outreach. Within the program is the K-12 environmental education 

project that supports efforts such as Science of the Sound. This has four core elements: 

"Discovery Room" is a monthly science and environmental education program for 

elementary students in Cordova, Alaska. "Outreach Discovery" takes a modified version 

of the "Discovery Room" program to isolated villages in Prince William Sound. "From 

the Forest to the Sea" summer camps offer residential ecology programs for 8-15 year 

olds. Throughout the year the "Community Education Program" offers field trips, 

lectures, and citizen science projects for adults and families in the region. In August of 

2001 OSRI sponsored an education workshop, bringing together Alaskan education 

professionals to discuss ecology related issues and the need for disseminating information 

on oil spills. This meeting included representatives of the native communities, rural 

villages, and public educators. Among the topics was the Oil Spill Curriculum developed 

by the Oil Spill Recovery Institute following the 1989 Exxon Valdez oil spill in Prince 

William Sound. Educating the next generation on the susceptibility of our natural 

resources to manmade disasters such as oil spills is an important component in protecting 

those resources. 

 

3. Benefits 

Most communities in PWS are economically dependent on natural resources through 

fishing, hunting, mining, and logging. To ensure the socioeconomic longevity of isolated 

coastal communities, it is crucial that residents of PWS have a working knowledge of 

ecological systems and how these systems are influenced by natural and anthropogenic 

processes. Prince William Sound Science Center education programs reach out to many 

ages and communities in the local region.  Programs offer imaginative exploratory 

learning opportunities in an area where geographic isolation places many children and 

families at an economic and social disadvantage. The goals of these programs are to 

promote inquiry into the natural world, increase science and ecological literacy, and 

foster stewardship for the responsible use of our natural resources. 

 

4. Approach 
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a. Education and outreach 

OSRI intends to continue building upon the existing regional outreach programs. In 

addition, within the next year, OSRI will seek out partnering opportunities to broaden the 

geographic influence of the PWSSC education programs to state and national audiences 

and share expertise among a consortium of other education and outreach institutions. An 

example of a developing partnership is a new program being initiated by Tatitlek Village 

Council to develop a training program in natural resources designed to address the needs 

of rural Alaska Natives. This program includes both environmental and natural resource 

components to allow more meaningful Tribal involvement in fish and wildlife 

management, research, and monitoring activities.  This initiative is being developed with 

the assistance of the Chugach Regional Resources Commission (CRRC), a Tribal 

nonprofit 501(c)(3) public charitable organization established by the seven Tribes in the 

Chugach Region of Alaska to collectively address natural resource and environmental 

issues of mutual concern.  The member Tribes of CRRC includes the Tatitlek Village 

Indian Reorganization Act (IRA) Council, Chenega Bay IRA Council, Nanwalek IRA 

Council, Port Graham Village Council, Native Village of Eyak, Valdez Native Tribe, and 

the Qutekcak Native Tribe. 

 

i. Discovery Room 

Funding partners: none 

Other partners: Cordova School District, U.S. Forest Service 

OSRI cost: $25K (PWSSC education staff salaries and program materials) 

The Discovery Room and Outreach Discovery programs create the opportunity for 

hands-on science in both classroom and outdoor settings. The Discovery Room enhances 

the science curriculum for 300 Cordova students in kindergarten through sixth grade. 

This program alone provides 16,200 contact hours to Cordova children each year. 

Outreach Discovery takes Discovery Room lessons to the villages of Chenega Bay and 

Tatitlek. These lessons greatly enhance the limited resources these schools have available 

for science education. Community Programs serve adults and families in Cordova and 

include field trips, lectures, and seminars. 
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ii. Forest to the Sea 

Funding partners: none 

Other partners: Cordova School District, U.S. Forest Service 

OSRI cost: $15K (PWSSC education staff salaries and program materials) 

This summer camp program provides the tools and guidance for campers to 

understand the interdependence of all ecosystems. Hands-on education in the outdoor 

classroom and scientific knowledge, combined with positive experiences in the outdoors, 

builds a foundation for campers to grow into good environmental stewards and wise 

decision-makers. While immersed in their surroundings, participants learn how 

ecosystems are connected through interactive studies of the temperate rainforest, glacier, 

wetlands, and ocean. 

 

iii. Coastal community outreach and education 

Funding partners: Imaginarium (in kind match) 

Other partners: AOOS 

OSRI cost: $15K (contractual costs) 

With the state budgets at an all time low, and community teachers put to the task of 

meeting the No-Child-Left-Behind initiative, science and particularly marine science is 

waning in the K-12 classroom. For 12 years, the Prince William Sound Science Center 

has augmented local education curriculum with hands-on science programs (see above) 

and, in addition to Cordova students, has delivered these programs to Tatitlek and 

Chenega Bay. In order to expand delivery of these classes to other remote coastal Alaska 

communities we are partnering with the Imaginarium, an Anchorage based education and 

outreach non-profit, to develop a traveling program with a general emphasis on the 

marine environment. We will explore ways of utilizing the real time data streams and 

model output from the PWSOS in the classroom. 

 

iv. High school student scholarships 

Funding partners: none 

Other partners: Cordova High School 

OSRI cost: $1K 
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OSRI will provide institutional sponsorship for the annual Cordova Science Festival 

by providing scholarships for winners of presentation categories, including posters, 

demonstrations, and oral presentations. 

 

 

v. National Ocean Sciences Bowl 

Funding partners: Alaska Sea Grant 

Other partners: Prince William Sound Community College, Cordova High School 

OSRI cost: $2K 

OSRI will provide institutional sponsorship for the Alaska Tsunami Bowl, the 

regional competition for the National Ocean Science Bowl.  This program encourages 

high school students to excel in math and science studies by involving them in a quiz-

bowl competition focused on ocean sciences. 

 

vi. Staff teaching 

Partners: PWS Community College 

OSRI cost: none 

The OSRI Science Director, along with the assistance of the PWSSC Education staff, 

will develop curricula and teach an introductory oceanography course at the local 

community college. The OSRI Science Director and the PWSSC Education Coordinator 

will also participate as coaches and judges for the annual Alaska Ocean Sciences Bowl 

competition. 

 

b. Research fellowships 

The OSRI is focusing on research within high latitude areas at risk from oil and gas 

activities. Under Goal#3 of the OSRI strategic plan, the suggested focus areas for 

research projects funded by the OSRI fellowship program are: 

Social science, education, and outreach 

• economic, sociological, and/or anthropological research applicable to the effects 

of oil spills on coastal communities; 
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• application of ocean observing system products in coastal community education 

programs. 

 

i. Student fellowships 

Funding partners: none 

Other partners: TBD (25% match provided by applicant) 

OSRI annual cost: $25K (one student at $25K per student per year) 

OSRI funds are provided to support graduate and native student projects that will 

better understand the social and economic effects of oil spills on coastal communities, 

provide information needed by managers and decision-makers for oil spill response and 

recovery, and improve public awareness and understanding of marine and estuarine 

ecosystems. The native student aspect of this is a work in progress and will evolve with 

the initiative to develop a native student program in marine science with the Village of 

Tatitlek. 

 

c. Web page 

OSRI cost: $5K 

Support for upgrading the OSRI web site and ongoing maintenance. 

 

Goal #3 Subtotal Partner annual cost: none 

Goal #3 Subtotal OSRI annual cost: $88K 

 

 

V. Administration 

A. Annual report 

OSRI cost: $10K 

Timeline: annual through 2010 

The OSRI will contract for a FY05 Report that details the programmatic activities and 

provides a summary financial status report. This report serves as a document of recording 

and evaluating the process of the OSRI program. 
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B. OSRI meetings 

OSRI Cost: (from indirect) 

 

C. Science director 

OSRI cost: $120K 

This position was established in FY03 for providing programmatic leadership and 

oversight of the OSRI R&D program.  Funding of the Science director position is a 

programmatic expenditure. The amount includes salary, benefits, equipment, and travel 

expenses. 
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VI. Summary of 2005 Budget 

Total OSRI cost: $1M 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Observations (understand)

Physical

Meteorology Technician 15,000

Logistics and supplies 25,000

Moorings PWSSC Technician 35,000

Logistics and supplies 25,000

Oceanography(Post doc for the PWSSC) 75,000

Biological

Zooplankton 75,000

Copper River 75,000

Marine mammals 2,000

Models

RAMS Technician and computer 60,000

ROMS Technician and computer 60,000

SWAN Technician and computer 5,000

Data management Technician and computer 40,000

Fellowships

Senior (1) 15,000

Student (2) 50,000

Technology (respond)

Oil spill response and recovery in cold climates 200,000

Fellowships

Student (1) 25,000

Education (inform)

Fellowships

Student (1) 25,000

Discovery Room 25,000

Forest to the Sea 15,000

Imaginarium program development 15,000

National Ocean Science Bowl sponsorship 2,000

High School Student Scholarships 1,000

Web page maintenance 5,000

Annual report 10,000

Science director

Salary and benefits 110,000

Travel 10,000

Science and Technology Committee 12,000

A Subtotal 1,012,000

Projected annual OSRI revenue B 862,720

PWSSC indirect (20% of projected revenue) C 172,544

Available OSRI Budget (B-C) D 690,176

Required supplement from OSRI reserve (A-D) 321,824
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Gulf of Alaska. Exxon Valdez Oil Spill Restoration Project Final Report (Restoration 
Project 01552), Prince William Sound Science Center, Cordova, Alaska, 99574.  
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Our Mission
The purpose of  the Prince William Sound Oil Spill 
Recovery Institute (OSRI) is to:

*  Support Research
*  Support Educational Projects
*  Support Demonstration Projects

All of  which are designed to deal with oil spills in   
Arctic and sub-Arctic marine environments.

Reference:
Oil Pollution Act of  1990, Public Law 101-380, Title V, Sec. 5001

The Prince William Sound
      Oil Spill Recovery Institute      Oil Spill Recovery Institute

Our Goals
Understand

Attain a four-dimensional1 interdisciplinary under-
standing of  Prince William Sound to enable detection 
and prediction of  spill-related impacts and subsequent 
recovery.
* Design Nowcast/Forecast observation and modeling 

system, demonstrate its utility, and seek long-term 
operational funding.

* Conduct environmental research.
* Profi le potential impacts on the economy, life-style 

and well-being of  communities and resource users in 
Prince William Sound.

1
Time and 3 dimensional space (x,y,z, coordinates)

Respond
Enhance the ability of  oil spill responders to mitigate im-
pacts of  spills in Arctic and sub-Arctic marine environments.
* Fill knowledge gaps on behavior of  spilled oil.
* Fill knowledge gaps on use and effectiveness of  specifi c 

mitigation techniques.
* Identify and evaluate new 

prevention and response 
technologies.

Inform
Disseminate information and 
educate the public on the 
issues of  oil spill prevention, 
response, and impacts.
* Publish scientifi c and tech-

nical results in the open literature.
* Brief  oil spill responders on OSRI products and assist to 

include them in operational activities.
* Facilitate the exchange of  information and ideas.
* Provide graduate and undergraduate fellowships and in-

ternships.

Partner
Partner with other organizations to take advantage of  
pooled funding, facilities, knowledge and experience.
* Collaborate with other partners in achieving a long-term 

coastal and ocean observing system for Alaska.
* Coordinate with the efforts of  other related programs, 

such as the Gulf  Ecosystem Monitoring (GEM) pro-
gram and programs of  the North Pacifi c Research Board 
(NPRB)

P.O. Box 705
Cordova, Alaska 99574
Phone: 907-424-5800
Fax:   907-424-5820

Knowledge: Seeking intellectual stimulation, new 
ideas, truth and understanding.

Creativity: Finding new ways to do things          
innovatively.

Achievement: Successful completion of  visible tasks 
or projects.

Credibility: Having believable and verifi able       
research and information.

Teamwork: Cooperating with others toward a 
common goal.

Competence: Being good at what we do; capable, 
effective.

Communication: Open dialogue; exchange of  views.
Ethics: Demonstrating and maintaining high 

standards of  conduct.

Our Values

Our Board
Federal Representatives     State Representatives
Chair, John Calder, Ph.D. NOAA Leslie Pearson, ADEC
Douglas Mutter, DOI      Carol Fries, ADNR
Capt. Jack Davin, USCG  Mark Fink, ADF&G
Alaska Native Representatives
Gail Evanoff, Chenega Bay
Glenn Ujioka, Cordova
Fishing Industry Representatives
Virginia Adams, Kodiak
R.J. Kopchak, Cordova
Oil & Gas Representatives
Ed Thompson, BP
Doug Lentsch, CISPRI, Nikiski
At-Large Representatives
Susan Saupe, Cook Inlet RCAC
Marilyn Leland PWS RCAC
Non-Voting Representatives
John Goering, Ph.D. UAF
Walter Parker, PWSSC Board

Our Staff
Acting Executive Director, Nancy Bird
Technology Coordinator, Walter Cox

On-Line:     http://www.pwssc-osri.org
  frontdes@pwssc.gen.ak.us
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Graduate Research Fellowship Program of the 

Prince William Sound Oil Spill Recovery Institute 

 

I. Introduction 

The Oil Spill Recovery Institute (OSRI), at the Prince William Sound Science Center 

(PWSSC) in Cordova, Alaska will annually solicit proposals for the Graduate Research 

Fellowship Program subject to available funding. Grants are available on a competitive 

basis to students admitted to or enrolled in a full-time doctoral or masters program at 

accredited colleges and universities. Fellowships may be funded for up to two years to 

support masters or up to three years to support doctoral level research. For more 

information about OSRI see http://www.pws-osri.org/.  

 

 

II. Funding Opportunity Description 

 

A. Program Objective: 

OSRI funds are provided to support research projects that will enhance scientific 

understanding of the marine ecosystem, provide information needed by managers and 

decision-makers for oil spill response and recovery, and improve public awareness and 

understanding of marine and estuarine ecosystems. The OSRI Graduate Research 

Fellowship (GRF) Program offers qualified masters and doctoral students the opportunity 

to address scientific questions of significance to high latitude cold climate regions. The 

intended result is high-quality research focused on questions or problems related to oil 

spill response and recovery issues.  

 

B. Research Focus Areas: 

The Oil Spill Recovery Institute is focusing on research within high latitude areas at risk 

from oil and gas activities. The following suggested focus areas should be addressed in 

proposed research projects: 

 

1. Ocean observations and modeling 
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• seasonal and interannual variation of ocean circulation and mixing; 

• quantitative ecology of marine and estuarine habitats. 

2. Technology development 

• mechanisms for removing oil from water, sediments, and oil in and under ice; 

• quantifying the fate and effects of oil spills in high latitude cold climates; 

3. Social science, education, and outreach 

• economic, sociological, and/or anthropological research applicable to the effects 

of oil spills on coastal communities; 

• application of ocean observing system products in coastal community education 

programs. 

 

III. Award Information 

 

A. Funding Availability 

The Prince William Sound Oil Spill Recovery Institute provides funding for a Graduate 

Research Fellowship (GRF) program. The GRF will be competitively awarded to 

qualified graduate students whose research on a physical, chemical, geological, 

biological, or interdisciplinary components of high latitude cold climate ecosystems, or 

engineering, or social science is relevant to oil spill response or recovery. The amount of 

the fellowship is $25,000 with a match requirement of at least 25% of the total project 

cost provided by the applicant (i.e. to obtain the full $25,000 in OSRI funds, the project 

would need to total $33,333, and a match of $8,333 would be required). Up to 10% of the 

OSRI share may be used for indirect costs. 

 

B. Project Award Period 

This program announcement is for projects to be conducted by students enrolled in an 

accredited college or university graduate school program. Masters candidates can apply 
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for up to two years of funding, and doctoral students are eligible to apply for up to three 

years of funding. 

 

C.  Funding Instrument 

The funding instrument for the OSRI graduate research fellowship awards will be a grant. 

 

 

IV. Eligibility Information 

 

A. Eligible Applicants 

All fulltime PWSSC staff are ineligible to submit an application for a fellowship under 

this announcement. Funds are expected to be available on a competitive basis to qualified 

graduate students for research leading to a graduate degree. Applicants must be admitted 

to or enrolled in a full-time masters or doctoral program at an accredited college or 

university in order to be eligible to apply. Applicants should have completed a majority 

of their graduate course work and have an approved thesis research program. Therefore, 

applicants are encouraged to apply after their first year of course work is completed. 

 

B. Cost Sharing or Matching Requirement 

Requested OSRI funds must be matched by at least 25 percent of the TOTAL cost of the 

project (i.e. $8,333 match for $25,000 in OSRI funds for a total project cost of $33,333). 

Waived indirect costs, in-kind match of salaries, and services may be used as match. 

OSRI recommends that all applicants work with the applicant’s institution during the 

development of their budget to ensure concurrence on budgetary issues (e.g. the use of 

salary and fringe benefits as match). 

 

C. Other Requirements 

The fellowship is intended to provide any combination of research support, salary, 

tuition, supplies, or other costs as needed. Graduate student fellows who are selected for 

funding will be required to: 1) coordinate with the OSRI Science Director to develop a 

plan to participate in relevant OSRI programs; 2) submit annual progress reports to OSRI 
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before the end of each funding cycle on the research accomplishments to date; and 3) 

acknowledge OSRI support in all relevant scientific presentations and publications; 4) 

publish their results in peer-reviewed literature or make presentations at national and 

international scientific meetings.  

 

 

V. Application and Submission Information 

 

A. Address to Request Additional Information  

For program and application information, contact Dr. Carl Schoch, OSRI Science 

Director, at (907) 424-5800 ext. 234, or via internet at cschoch@pwssc.gen.ak.us. 

Information on other OSRI programs can be viewed at: http://www.pws-osri.org/ 

 

B. Content of Application Submission  

1. Proposals 

Applications should be submitted to Dr. Carl Schoch, OSRI Science Director, Prince 

William Sound Science Center; P.O. Box 705, 300 Breakwater Ave, Cordova, AK, 

99574. If there are specific questions about the program and/or application process, 

applicants may contact Dr. Carl Schoch at cschoch@pwssc.gen.ak.us or (907) 424-5800 

ext. 234. 

 

Receipt of all applications will be acknowledged via email. Upon receipt of the proposal, 

the OSRI Science Director will ensure the application is complete and coordinate a 

technical peer review of the proposal. 

 

2. Required Elements  

1. Academic resume or curriculum vitae that includes all graduate and 

undergraduate institutions (department or area of study, degree, and year of 
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graduation), all publications (including undergraduate and graduate theses), 

awards or fellowships, and work/research experience. 

2. Cover letter indicating current academic status, research interests, career goals, 

and how the proposed research fits into their degree program. It is strongly 

suggested that the results of discussions with the OSRI Science Director regarding 

potential contributions to the OSRI focus research areas be included in the letter. 

3. Unofficial copy of all undergraduate and graduate transcripts. 

4. Signed letter of support from the applicant's graduate advisor indicating the 

advisor's contribution (financial and otherwise) to the applicant's graduate studies, 

and an assurance that the student is in good academic standing. 

5. Two signed letters of recommendation from other than the applicant's graduate 

advisor sent directly from their source. Signed electronically transmitted letters of 

support, on university letterhead, are acceptable. 

6. Research proposals must be double-spaced in 12-point Times New Roman font 

with one inch margins. The proposal must include the following: 

a. Title page which must include the items below in the following order:  

i. project title;  

ii. name, address, telephone and fax number, email address, date, and 

signature of applicant;  

iii. amount of funding requested;  

iv. name of institution providing matching funds and amount of 

matching funds;  

v. degree being sought;  

vi. name, address, telephone number and fax number, email address, 

date, and signature of graduate advisor;  

vii. number of years of requested support;  

viii. focus area that research proposal is addressing  

b. Abstract. The abstract must state the research objectives, scientific 

methods to be used, and the significance of the project to a particular 

research focus. The abstract must be limited to one double-spaced page. 
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c. Project Description. The project description must be limited to 6 double-

spaced pages excluding figures. The main body of the proposal must 

include a detailed statement of the work to be undertaken and the 

following components:  

i. Introduction. This section should include a brief review of 

pertinent literature and describe the research problem. This section 

should explicitly identify the primary hypotheses, as well as any 

additional or component hypotheses that will be addressed by the 

research project.  

ii. Methods. This section should state the method(s) to be used to 

accomplish the specific research objectives, including a systematic 

discussion of what, when, where, and how the data are to be 

collected, analyzed, and reported. Field and laboratory methods 

should be scientifically valid and reliable and should be 

accompanied by a statistically sound sampling scheme. Methods 

chosen should be justified and compared with other methods 

employed for similar work.  

• Techniques should allow the testing of the hypotheses. 

Methods should be described concisely and techniques 

should be reliable enough to allow comparison with those 

made at different sites and times by different investigators. 

For ecological data, a power analysis is highly 

recommended to show that objectives of statistical rigor 

can be achieved. 

• Analytical methods and statistical tests applied to the data 

should be documented, thus providing a rationale for 

choosing one set of methods over alternatives. Quality 

control measures also should be documented (e.g., 

statistical confidence levels, standards of reference, 

performance requirements, internal evaluation criteria). The 
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proposal should indicate by way of discussion how data are 

to be synthesized, interpreted and integrated into final work 

products.  

• Social science applicants should describe the sampling and 

or data collection methods including surveys, evaluation 

research, interviews (focus group and/or personal), 

participant observation, questionnaires, etc. Applicants 

should also describe the research design (experimental and 

quasi-experimental) and methods for data analysis.  

iii. A map clearly showing the study location and any other 

features of interest must be included; a U.S. Geological Survey 

topographic map, or an equivalent, is suggested for this purpose. 

iv. Project Significance. This section must discuss the relation of the 

proposed research to the research focus areas stated in Section I. 

Applicability of research findings to other high latitude cold 

climate coastal areas should also be mentioned. In addition, if the 

proposed research is part of a larger research project, the 

relationship between the two should be described.  

d. Milestone schedule. This schedule should show, in table form, anticipated 

dates for completing fieldwork, data collection, data analysis, reporting 

and other related activities in terms of the OSRI fiscal year: First quarter 

(Oct-Dec), Second quarter (Jan-Mar, Third quarter (Apr-Jun), Fourth 

quarter (Jul-Sep). All fellowships begin on Jan. 1, the beginning of the 

OSRI second quarter. 

e. Personnel and Project Management. The proposal must include a 

description of how the project will be managed, including the names and 

expertise of faculty advisors and other team members. Evidence of ability 

to successfully complete the proposed research should be supported by 

reference to similar efforts previously performed.  
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f. Literature Cited. This section should provide complete references for 

literature, research, and other appropriate published and unpublished 

documents cited in the text of the proposal.  

g. Proposed budget and budget justification. The applicant must match the 

amount of OSRI funds requested by at least 25% of the total project cost 

(i.e. $8,333 match for $25,000 in OSRI funds for a total project cost of 

$33,333). Cash or in-kind contributions directly benefiting the research 

project may be used to satisfy the matching requirements. Waived indirect 

costs may also be used as match. Funds from other PWSSC staff salaries 

may not be used as match. Up to 10% of the OSRI share may be used for 

indirect costs. OSRI encourages all applicants to work with their 

institution's sponsored programs office to develop their budget. 

The applicant may request funds under any of the following categories as long as 

the costs are reasonable and necessary to perform research: personnel, fringe 

benefits, travel, equipment, supplies, contractual, construction, other, and indirect. 

The budget should contain itemized costs with appropriate narratives justifying 

proposed expenditures. Applicants must supply a table showing allocations using 

budget categories listed below. The OSRI and match portion should be listed side 

by side for each year of requested funding. Please see below for further details. 

--Personnel. Salaries requested must be consistent with the institution's regular 

practices. 

--Fringe Benefits. Fringe benefits (i.e., social security, insurance, retirement) 

may be treated as direct costs as long as this is consistent with the institution's 

regular practices. 

--Travel. The type, extent, and estimated cost of travel should be explained and 

justified in relation to the proposed research; the justification should also identify 

the person traveling. Travel expenses are limited to round trip travel to field 

research locations and professional meetings to present the research results and 

should not exceed 40 percent of total award. 

--Equipment. Fellowship funds may be approved for the purchase of equipment 
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only if the following conditions are met: (a) a lease versus purchase analysis has 

been conducted by the applicant or the applicant's institution for equipment that 

costs greater than $5000 and the analyses indicate that purchase is the most 

economical method of procurement; (b) the equipment does not exist at the 

recipient's institution or at the PWSSC; and, the equipment is essential for the 

successful completion of the project. 

The justification must address each of these criteria. It must also describe the 

purpose of the equipment and provide a justification for its use. Additionally, it 

must include a list of equipment to be purchased, leased, or rented by model 

number and manufacturer, where known. At the termination of the fellowship, 

disposition of equipment will be determined by OSRI. 

--Supplies. The budget should indicate in general terms the types of expendable 

materials and supplies (items that cost less than $5,000) required and their 

estimated costs.  

Requests for PWSSC support services. On-site PWSSC personnel sometimes 

can provide limited logistical support for research projects in the form of 

manpower, equipment, supplies, etc. If applicable, any request for PWSSC 

support services, including any services provided as match, should be approved 

by the OSRI Science Director prior to application submission and be included as 

part of the application package in the form of written correspondence. PWSSC 

resources are not eligible to be used as match.  

Coordination with other research in progress or proposed. OSRI encourages 

collaboration and cost sharing with other investigators to enhance scientific 

capabilities and avoid unnecessary duplication of effort. Applications should 

include a description of how the research will be coordinated with other research 

projects that are in progress or proposed, if applicable. 

Permits. The applicant must apply for any applicable local, tribal, state or federal 

permits. A copy of any permit applications and supporting documentation should 
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be attached to the application as appendices. OSRI must receive notification of 

the approval of the permit application before funding can be approved. Please 

note if not applicable.  

C. Submission Dates and Times. All materials must be postmarked no later than 

June 1.  

Applications postmarked June 2 or later will be returned without review. 

 

D. Funding Restrictions  

Up to 10% of the OSRI share can be used for indirect costs for these awards. 

 

E. Other Submission Requirements  

Applicants are encouraged to submit electronic copies of all application materials. 

Proposals must be submitted to Dr. Carl Schoch, OSRI Science Director, P.O. Box 705, 

300 Breakwater Ave., Cordova, AK 99574, Attn: OSRI GRF. 

 

 

VI. Award Administration Information 

 

Applicant’s research proposals must: 1) address through their masters or doctoral 

research, issues identified as having local, regional, and/or national significance, 

described in the "Focus Areas" (Section I). No more than four fellowships will be funded 

at any one time. 

 

A. Proposal Review and Ranking Process 

Once the OSRI Science Director has received a full application, an initial administrative 

review is conducted to determine compliance with requirements and completeness of the 

application. No less than three reviewers representing the appropriate scientific discipline 

will evaluate all applications for scientific merit. The OSRI Science Director will oversee 

the review process. Efforts will be taken to avoid conflicts of interest, therefore, it is 

permissible for applicants to suggest those people whom they feel would have a conflict 
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of interest and are not appropriate to review their proposal. The merit reviewer's ratings 

are used to produce a rank order of the proposals based on the following criteria: 

1. Academic record (5 percent) 

2. Quality of the proposed research (85 percent) 

3. Recommendations/endorsements (5 percent) 

4. Reasonable and justified project costs (5) 

 

B. Final Selection Process 

The OSRI Scientific and Technical Committee (STC) will then be convened to select and 

recommend an award in the rank order unless the proposal is justified to be selected out 

of rank order based upon one of the selection factors identified below. The STC may 

choose a proposal out of rank order based on the following: 

 
1. Is the project responsive to the research focus areas as stated in Section I? 

2. Will experienced and qualified personnel manage the project? 

3. Is the project likely to achieve the identified milestones? 

4. Is the project appropriate to the statement of career goals and objectives? 

5. Is the degree type/level sought appropriate to the research topic? 

 

C. Selection Announcement and Award Dates 

Funding recommendations will be announced by October 1. Funds will be awarded by 

January 1. Unsuccessful applications will be retained at OSRI. OSRI proposals are 

considered confidential information and OSRI treats these proposals accordingly. 

 

 

VII. Fellowship Requirements 

 

A. Developing the annual work plan 

Projects related to the OSRI research program should be coordinated annually with the 

OSRI Science Director. Therefore, by March 31 of each year, the fellow shall contact the 
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OSRI Science Director to coordinate any aspects of the project related to PWS or the 

PWSSC (if applicable), including, the location and establishment of sampling sites, 

projected field sampling dates, accommodation reservations, and the need and timing for 

personnel and logistical support. Fellows are responsible for meeting with other PWSSC 

staff as needed to coordinate this work plan. Information about developing the work plan 

component of the fellowship must be included in the annual progress reports. 

 

B. Quarterly financial statements 

Financial statements must be submitted to OSRI by the last day of each quarterly period: 

December 31, March 31, June 30, and September 30. A brief description or listing of 

milestones achieved should be included. Please explain any existing or potential 

problems and if a change in budget or scope of work is required. Include a budget 

summary report detailing expenses by categories explained in the original proposal, the 

amount remaining, and cumulative subtotals for project expenses and indirect costs. See 

Appendix A for an example format. Failure to submit this report by the last day of the 

queater may result in:  

1. Suspension of all future payments;  

2. Close-out of expired grants based on previously reported disbursements; 

suspension of current grants; and  

3. Suspension of review and processing of new proposals.  

Quarterly financial statements must be sent to the OSRI Science Director by email at 

cschoch@pwssc.gen.ak.us, and copied to the PWSSC Finance Assistant at 

penya5@pwssc.gen.ak.us. 

 

C. Annual progress reports 

Fellows are required to submit Annual Progress Reports (APR) to the OSRI Science 

Director at the completion of every annual award cycle (i.e. December 31). Please use the 

formats explained below. Annual progress reports should be submitted to Dr. Carl 

Schoch at cschoch@pwssc.gen.ak.us or Prince William Sound Science Center, P.O. Box 

705, 300 Breakwater Ave., Cordova, Alaska 99574. Fellows must copy their advisor on 

all reports. Reports should be submitted electronically. 
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D. Data management 

OSRI participates in an annual project to catalog all research conducted in the PWS and 

Gulf of Alaska. OSRI fellows conducting research in these areas will be required to 

contribute metadata, along with a map of the project location to the OSRI Science 

Director. In addition, any data or databases developed under this award will be 

transferred to a CD or DVD and provided free of charge to OSRI. 

 

E. Published journal articles 

Manuscripts resulting from the OSRI sponsored fellowship that are submitted to refereed 

scientific journals for publication in open literature shall acknowledge that the research 

was conducted under an award from the Prince William Sound Oil Spill Recovery 

Institute. 

 

 

VIII. Guidelines for Preparing Annual Reports 

Fellows are required to submit Annual Progress Reports (APR) to the OSRI Science 

Director at the completion of every annual cycle (i.e. December 31). If the project is 

extended for a period less than 6 months, an additional APR should be submitted at the 

end of the extension period. APR's must use the format outlined below. 

 

A. Address to submit annual reports  

Submit annual reports to Dr. Carl Schoch, OSRI Science Director, at (907) 424-5800 ext. 

234, or via email at cschoch@pwssc.gen.ak.us. 

 

B. Required content elements 

1. Principal Investigator(s) printed name(s), signature(s), and date of APR. Note: 

fellows must copy their graduate advisor. 

2. Address of P.I.(s). Include additional updated contact information if applicable. 

3. Grant number. 

4. Research Project Title. 
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5. Starting and ending dates of reporting period. 

6. Statement of schedule whether or not the project is meeting its milestone schedule 

and brief description of research activities. Please include whether any alterations to the 

procedures or focus of research as described in the funded proposal have occurred. If the 

milestone schedule is not being met and/or if significant changes to the originally funded 

research procedures or focus have occurred, a brief explanation is required. 

7. Research description and how it is being implemented. 

8. List of manuscripts published during the year that resulted from or were relevant to 

this fellowship. Include author, title, date, journal/thesis/ dissertation, etc. Include copies 

of any articles published. 

9. List presentations or seminars given during the year that resulted from or were 

relevant to this fellowship. 

10. Other notable events, significant research accomplishments, etc. concerning this 

fellowship. 

 

Please Note: Any subject or communications other than those given above (i.e. requests 

for extensions of research period) should not be included as part of the APR. The purpose 

of the APR is to inform OSRI: a) about the progress of the proposed research in terms of 

the milestones outlined in the original proposal, and b) what presentations, publications 

and/or significant benchmarks were completed. 

 

 

IX. Guidelines for preparing final reports 

Final reports are required for all research funded through grants from The Prince William 

Sound Oil Spill Recovery Institute. The purpose of the final report is to describe the 

activities and summarize the results of the project funded during the award period. These 

reports should be submitted to Dr. Carl Schoch; Prince William Sound Science Center, 

Oil Spill Recovery Institute; P.O. Box 705, 300 Breakwater Ave. Cordova, Alaska 99574. 

Reports must be submitted in both hard copy (2 copies) and electronically via email, CD 

or DVD. A copy of the student’s thesis or dissertation, or a published manuscript 

may serve as the final report. The final report is due 45 days after the expiration of the 
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award. If the thesis or dissertation is not completed 45 days after the expiration of the 

award, then a final report must be submitted. Students are encouraged to submit a copy of 

their thesis or dissertation to the Prince William Sound Science Center upon graduation. 

Students are encouraged to submit publications resulting from their research fellowship at 

any time. 

 

1. Title page: The title of the project should be followed by the name(s) and address(es) 

of the investigator(s)/author(s), the date (month and year) of submission, where the work 

was conducted, and the grant number. The title may be other than was given to the 

project upon application for funding, as long as it accurately describes the project. 

 

2. Table of contents: The table of contents should list all the sections and sub-sections as 

they appear in the text, with the corresponding page numbers. Lists of figures and tables 

should also be provided. 

 

3. Abstract and key words: A one paragraph abstract, of no more than 200 words, 

should be included on a separate page. The abstract should summarize the project, 

including the problem, the methods, the results, and any conclusions, particularly as they 

may be applied to oil spills. The author(s) should bear in mind that the abstract may be 

posted on the OSRI web page.  

 

4. Text: The text should be divided into Introduction, Materials and Methods, Results, 

Discussion, Conclusion, Acknowledgments, and Literature Cited sections. Sub-sections 

may be used as needed. Technical terms, acronyms and abbreviations should be 

explained in full when first presented. Scientific species names should be given in full 

when first mentioned and underlined or italicized. All measurements should be expressed 

in SI units, as defined in Standard 1000, SI Units and Recommendations for the Use of 

their Multiples and Certain Other Units, available through the American National 

Standard Institute, 1430 Broadway, New York, NY 10018. The report should give a more 

complete and thorough presentation of the work than one would expect in a typical peer-

reviewed scientific journal. Specifically, a full description of methods, in-depth literature 
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review, and a greater elaboration of significance of results should be included. All text 

should be double spaced. 

 

5. Literature cited: Referenced literature should be cited in the text by author and year 

of publication. Multiple citations at the same point in the text should be listed 

chronologically (e.g. Burbank, 1967; Abbott, 1974; Crosby, 1985; Crosby et al., 1990; 

Crosby & Roberts, 1990; Golde et al., in review). Journal titles should be abbreviated as 

recommended in the American Standard for Periodical Title Abbreviations, available 

through the American National Standard Institute, 1430 Broadway, New York, NY 

10018. Full citations in the Literature Cited section should be listed alphabetically using 

the Ocean and Coastal Management journal format 

 

6. Figures and tables: Figures and tables should be used to clarify text and summarize 

data. Figures and tables should appear on separate pages (numbered in sequence with the 

rest of the text) immediately following the page where they are first mentioned. Each 

figure or table should be clearly labeled with an appropriate descriptive legend. 

 

7. Appendices: Appendices should be used to present actual data and measurements 

made during the study. Only summaries of the data should be presented in the text. In 

addition, any additional materials not appropriate for inclusion in the main text, such as 

computer programs or models generated, should be appended to the report. Again, as 

much data as possible should be given. 

 

8. Publication: To insure that the results of OSRI-sponsored projects reach as many 

interested parties as possible, OSRI strongly encourages fellows to submit the results of 

their work to peer reviewed journals for publication. Manuscripts submitted for 

publication must acknowledge that the work was supported by a grant from the Prince 

William Sound Oil Spill Recovery Institute, and a copy of each publication must be 

provided to OSRI at the address below. When submitting final reports, investigators 

should indicate that they are submitting a manuscript to a journal. 
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X. Additional information 

Questions regarding submission of research reports should be directed to Dr. Carl Schoch 

at (907) 424-5800 extension 234 or cschoch@pwssc.gen.ak.us. 
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Appendix A 

Graduate Research Fellowship Program of the   

Prince William Sound Oil Spill Recovery Institute  

Quarterly Financial Report Form  

This report may be submitted by mail, fax , or e-mail to 

P.O. Box 705 - Cordova, AK 99574 - Fax: (907) 424-5820 - E-mail: 
mailto: cschoch@pwssc.gen.ak.us and mailto: 

penya5@pwssc.gen.ak.us 

Deadline for this report: OSRI Graduate Research Fellows shall submit 
this report by the end of each fiscal quarter (e.g. Dec. 31, Mar. 31, Jun. 30, 
Sep. 30). 
 

Today's date:  
 

Name of Graduate Research Fellow and home institution:  
 

Project title:  
 

This report covers:  ____ Oct-Dec 1st quarter  
____ Jan-Mar 2nd quarter  
____ Apr-Jun 3rd quarter  
____ Jul-Sep 4th quarter  

 
 

PART I - Progress Report on Activities  
 

In a short paragraph (3-10 sentences), please describe project activities 
since your last report.  
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Describe any existing or potential problems with the project. If a change in 
budget or scope of work is required, please explain.  
 

 

Part II - Budget Report  

Quarter Cumulative Balance: 

 

Budget Category  Budget Expenses  Remaining  

Direct Costs    

      Personnel    

      Travel    

      Contractual    

      Commodities    

      Equipment    

 

Subtotal Direct Costs  

Indirect  

Project Total  
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THE COASTAL RESPONSE RESEARCH CENTER ( CRRC) , 

COOPERATI VE I NSTI TUTE FOR COASTAL AND ESTUARI NE ENVI RONMENTAL 

TECHNOLOGY ( CI CEET) , AND 

PRI NCE W I LLI AM SOUND OI L SPI LL RECOVERY I NSTI TUTE ( OSRI )  

 

FY 2 0 0 5  Request  for  Prelim inary Proposals  

Cold Clim ate Spill Research 

August  1 7 , 2 0 0 4  

 

The Coastal Response Research Center (CRRC) , Cooperat ive I nst itute for Coastal and 

Estuarine Environm ental Technology (CI CEET)  and Prince William  Sound Oil Spill Recovery 

I nst itute (OSRI )  are invit ing prelim inary proposals for project  funding considerat ion. This 

request  for prelim inary proposals (RFP)  includes inform at ion on the following:   

( I )  Background  

( I I )  Goals 

( I I I )  Prior ity Areas for Research and Developm ent   

( I V)  General Guidelines and Project  Requirem ents  

(V)  Guidelines for Prelim inary Proposal Preparat ion  

(VI )  Prelim inary Proposal Narrat ive Elem ents 

(VI I )  Guidelines for Prelim inary Proposal Subm ission  

(VI I I )  Prelim inary Proposal Evaluat ion 

( I X)  Whom  to Contact  with Quest ions  

(X)  Frequent ly Asked Quest ions (FAQ)  

The calendar for this RFP is:   

Prelim inary Proposals Due October 1, 2004 at  4: 00 pm ET 

I nvitat ion for Full Proposal October 22, 2004  

Full Proposal Due December 3, 2004 

Not ice of Recom m endat ion for Funding March 1, 2005 

Funding Start  Date April 2005*  

*  All project  funding is cont ingent  on the am ount  of m oney appropriated for 

this program  through the United States (U.S.)  Departm ent  of Com m erce and 

the Prince William  Sound Oil Spill Recovery I nst itute. 

I . Background  

CRRC, CI CEET and OSRI  have form ed a partnership for the development  and applicat ion of 

new technologies, and/ or innovat ive approaches using exist ing technologies, to address issues 

related to oil spill response and restorat ion in cold clim ate coastal m arine areas and the Great  

Lakes. This collaborat ion will allow the partners to take advantage of pooled funding and 

resources, while support ing their individual m issions. 

CRRC is a partnership between the University of New Ham pshire (UNH)  and the Nat ional 

Oceanic and Atm ospheric Adm inist rat ion (NOAA) ;  the goal of the Center is to reduce the 
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consequences of spills and other hazards threatening coastal environm ents and com m unit ies. 

Addit ional inform at ion about  this Center can be found at  www.crrc.unh.edu. CI CEET is also a 

partnership between NOAA and UNH and was established as a nat ional center for the 

developm ent  and applicat ion of innovat ive environmental technologies for m onitoring, 

m anagem ent  and prevent ion of contam inat ion in estuaries and coastal waters. Addit ional 

inform at ion can be found on the CI CEET website (ht tp: / / ciceet .unh.edu) . OSRI  was 

established to conduct  research and educat ional and dem onst rat ion projects in order to 

ident ify and develop the best  available techniques, equipment  and materials for dealing with 

oil spills in Arct ic and sub-arct ic m arine environm ents. Addit ional inform at ion about  OSRI  can 

be found at  www.pws-osri.org. A partnership between these Centers for the purpose of this 

RFP will use the st rengths and expert ise of each and allow for the solicitat ion and funding of a 

broad, integrated range of relevant  research. The projects will be funded and adm inistered by 

the individual partners;  the results of the funded projects will be dissem inated by all of the 

partners. 

I I . Goals 

The goals of this partnership for cold clim ate spill research are to:  

1. Conduct  research and developm ent  on new technologies for prevent ing, responding to, 

and recovering from  oil spills. 

2. I dent ify and develop cost  effect ive technology and m ethods for the restorat ion of spill 

im pacted habitats and ecosystem s.  

3. Facilitate and promote collaborat ive research and developm ent  and the exchange of 

ideas to increase their collect ive product ivity and the applicat ion of their findings to 

im prove technological and operat ional act ivit ies in spill preparedness, response and 

restorat ion. 

4. I nvolve students (undergraduate and graduate)  to the extent  pract icable in ongoing 

research, test ing, and dem onst rat ion act ivit ies. 

I I I .  Pr ior ity Areas for  Research and Developm ent  

CRRC, CI CEET and OSRI  are collaborat ing in this effort  to conduct  research and developm ent  

on new technologies for responding to oil spills in cold clim ate coastal m arine areas and the 

Great  Lakes. For the purpose of this RFP, cold climate environm ents are defined as having 

average annual winter (January, February and March)  water tem peratures less than or equal 

to 38°  F. Geographical areas of special interest  include those subject  to severe storm s, large 

waves, and prolonged winter weather, as these regions m ay develop extensive broken or 

cont inuous ice. Research areas of special interest  include developing techniques and 

technologies to:  detect  oil in ice, rem ove oil from  under ice or from  broken ice, prevent  the 

spread of spilled oil in ice covered waters or in broken ice, im prove the effect iveness and 

efficiency of response operat ions, and to restore and recover im pacted habitats and 

ecosystem s in cold clim ate environm ents. Specific research areas of interest  for this cold 

clim ate RFP include, but  are not  lim ited to:  

1. Exposure and I njury Assessm ent  Tools: Developm ent  of new, cost  effect ive tools 

that  can be rapidly deployed, including technologies, methods, protocols and models 

and their applicat ion for assessing the exposure and injury of m arine resources to the 

presence of oil in the water colum n, on or under ice, in and am ong broken ice, in 

sedim ents or in organism s. A proposed tool should be sim ple, rapidly deployable, low 

cost , and easy to use. A developed tool being applied to a cold climate must  be 

suitable for com m ercializat ion. 

2. Data Developm ent: Processes and Rates Affect ing Oil: Data and informat ion on 

the short  and long term  processes and rates affect ing the com posit ion and propert ies 

of oil as a funct ion of three dim ensional t ransport , and/ or st randing in cold clim ates. 
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The proposed work m ay consider the interact ion of oil and relevant  habitat  type ( i.e.,  

changes in oil com posit ion, toxicity and effects as a result  of habitat  type)  as a part  of 

this effort . Habitat  types m ust  be those of cold climates, as defined above. The results 

of this work m ust  be quant itat ive and suitable for m odeling. 

3. Hum an Use Valuat ion of Ecosystem s: Valuat ion or valuat ion m ethods for hum an 

use of ecosystem  com ponents and at t r ibutes (e.g., subsistence fishing and hunt ing, 

recreat ional boat ing and tourism)  im pacted by cold clim ate oil spills. The methods or 

developed data must  be suitable for quant ifying lost  or dim inished use and provide 

inform at ion to m onitor the progress of restorat ion. 

4. Habitat  Recovery and Restorat ion Technologies: Efficient , effect ive technologies 

to expedite the recovery and restorat ion of spill impacted habitats and organism s. The 

project  results m ust  quant itat ively dem onst rate the effect iveness of the technology. 

5. Oil Recovery and Spread Prevent ion: Developm ent  of new technologies or 

operat ional m ethods to prevent  the spread and/ or im prove the recovery of spilled oil 

associated with ice or broken ice. 

I V. General Guidelines and Project  Requirem ents 

• This RFP solicits projects that  support  the goals of the partnership.  

• Up to $500,000 is available to fund all projects under this solicitat ion. I t  is ant icipated 

that  two to five projects will be funded. One-  and two-year projects will be considered 

from  FY 2005 funds. 

• Private-sector applicants m ay not  include fee or profit  in their  budget  requests. 

• Use your inst itut ion’s federally negot iated indirect  cost  rate. 

• Applicants should include t ravel as a line item  in their  proposed budgets. I nclude 
t ravel funds to one professional meet ing to present  research results. Also include 
t ravel funds for one t r ip per year to one of the following locat ions to m ake a 
presentat ion at  a workshop:  Prince William  Sound Science Center (Cordova, AK) ;  
NOAA Headquarters (Silver Springs, MD) ;  NOAA’s Office of Response and Restorat ion 
(Seat t le, WA) ;  or the University of NH (Durham , NH) . 

• Principal invest igators m ust  be affiliated with U.S. academ ic, federal,  state, non-profit ,  
or pr ivate sector ent it ies or inst itut ions. Considerable experience with cold clim ate oil 
spills current ly resides outside the U.S. (Scandinavia, Russia, Canada) . Therefore, 
collaborat ions with non-U.S. ent it ies and individuals with recognized experience are 
encouraged if they st rengthen and thereby build capacity on cold clim ate oil spill 
response and recovery within the U.S. 

• Federal agency personnel m ay be eligible provided they can docum ent  statutory 
authority to supplem ent  their appropriat ions with funds from  other federal program s 
and ent it ies. (Note:  Such docum entat ion m ust  be subm it ted with the full proposal, not  
the prelim inary proposal. I n som e cases, obtaining this docum entat ion can take t im e 
so applicants should plan ahead.)   

• Federal applicants m ay not  request  salary com pensat ion.  

• Dissem inat ion of research results is an im portant  part  of the process and each 

applicant  is encouraged to create an innovat ive dissem inat ion plan befit t ing the 

potent ial end users of the proposed research. This could include, but  is not  lim ited to:  

scient ific or technical journal art icles, presentat ions at  conferences, subject -specific 

workshops, sem inars for coastal m anagers, procedural handbooks, and web sites. 

• Proposals recom m ended by CRRC or CICEET will be reviewed by NOAA for Nat ional 

Environm ental Policy Act  (NEPA)  com pliance before funding. Proposals recom m ended 

by OSRI  will be reviewed by the OSRI  Advisory Board for com pliance with legislated 

mandates and st rategic object ives before funding. 

• Applicants are encouraged to use exist ing facilit ies and to coordinate efforts with 

exist ing facilit ies such as:  the Minerals Managem ent  Service’s (MMS)  OHMSETT 

facilit y, Prince William  Sound Science Center, and Barrow Arct ic Science Consort ium . 
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V. Guidelines for  Prelim inary Proposal Preparat ion 

I nst ruct ions for elect ronically submit t ing the prelim inary proposals are given in Sect ion VI I .  

The elect ronic subm it tal process will dictate how proposal elem ents are individually subm it ted 

in the available fields. Be fam iliar with the PI  informat ion pages ( including CV fields) , the 

proposal narrat ive elements, and the standard budget  page before preparing the prelim inary 

proposal. For planning purposes, consider preparing the prelim inary proposal so that  it  

adheres to the guidelines below. The use of a Word docum ent  version that  can be cut  and 

pasted into the prelim inary proposal fields is highly recom m ended. Please note that  graphics 

cannot  be subm it ted as part  of the prelim inary proposal subm ission process. 

• The proposal narrat ive must  address all elements using a maximum of three single-

spaced pages and a m inimum  font  size of 12. 

• I nst itut ional docum entat ion of federally negot iated indirect  cost  rates is not  required 

for prelim inary proposals.  

VI . Prelim inary Proposal Narrat ive Elem ents 

1. Describe the prior ity area for cold clim ate research and developm ent  to be addressed 

by the project . I nclude its significance to cold clim ates. Provide the nam es of any state 

or local personnel contacted regarding project  relevancy.  

2. Describe the project  object ives and how they relate to the specific goals of the CRRC, 

CI CEET and OSRI  partnership and the object ives of this RFP. 

3. Describe the m ethods that  will be used to m eet  project  object ives. 

4. I ndicate the project  t im eline and m ilestones. 

5. Describe how the proposed project  is innovat ive or novel. 

6. Describe how the proposed project  m ay be applied to other regions ( i.e.,  How 

t ransferable is the project  from  one cold clim ate region/ habitat  to another?) . 

7. Describe the end product  ( technology, method, informat ion)  and its use to the cold 

clim ate oil spill com m unity. I ndicate the t im e fram e within which it  can be applied.  

8. Describe the roles and responsibilit ies of the project  part icipants.  

9. Describe how the project  results will be dissem inated to the cold clim ate oil spill 

com m unity.  

10. I f this project  has an end user partner(s) , ident ify the individual or ent ity and explain 

why this part icular partner(s)  was chosen.  

11. Provide an item ized budget  j ust ificat ion, including a descript ion of how indirect  costs 

are calculated. I f necessary, describe other support  being provided for any and all 

aspects of this project . I nclude relevant personnel, dates and funding am ounts. 

VI I . Guidelines for  Prelim inary and Full Proposal Subm ission and Review  

Applicants will subm it  their  prelim inary proposal elect ronically via the CRRC website at  

www.crrc.unh.edu on or before Friday, October 1, 2004 at  4: 00 pm  ET. Access to the 

subm ission page is available at  the “Funding Opportunit ies”  link. Any quest ions or comments 

regarding the subm it tal process can be addressed to Kimberly Newman at  603-862-0832 or 

kim .newm an@unh.edu.  

Prior to subm it tal,  applicants will be asked to indicate that  their prelim inary proposal has not  

been subm it ted elsewhere. 

A program m at ic review panel (com posed of scient ists and researchers from  CRRC, CI CEET, 

OSRI  and NOAA)  will evaluate prelim inary proposals. Select ions for full proposal subm ission 

will be m ade, in part , using the program m at ic evaluat ion criter ia in Sect ion VI I I .  Not ificat ions 

and invitat ions for full proposal subm ission will occur by October 22, 2004. Full proposals 

w ill not  be accepted from  individuals w ho have not : 1 )  subm it ted a prelim inary 

proposal, and 2 )  upon program m at ic review , been invited to subm it  a  full proposal.  
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The deadline for full proposal subm ission will be December 3, 2004. Full proposals will be 

subject  to peer review. The PI  will be able to rebut  the peer reviews. The full proposals, the 

peer reviews, and the rebut tals will be considered by a review panel that  will m ake funding 

recom m endat ions to OSRI , CI CEET, and CRRC staff who will m ake the final funding decision. 

VI I I . Prelim inary Proposal Evaluat ion Criter ia  

Criter ia for evaluat ion of prelim inary proposals are shown below and weighted as indicated. 

1. Assum ing the proposed work is technically feasible;  will the project  have a significant  

im pact  on oil spill m anagem ent  in cold clim ates? (20% )   

2. Does the proposed project  direct ly address one of the prior ity research areas and is it  

consistent  with the partners’ goals for this solicitat ion? (20% )  

3. Are the proposed methods appropriate and are they likely to be effect ive in achieving 

the object ives of the project? (10% )  

4. I s the t imeline for achieving the proposed object ives appropriate and realist ic?  (10% )  

5. I s the proposed project  ( i.e.,  m ethods and/ or technologies)  innovat ive? (10% )  

6. I s the proposed technology/ m ethodology t ransferable to other cold clim ate locat ions? 

(5% )  

7. Will the end product  ( technology, m ethod, inform at ion)  be useful to the cold clim ate 

com m unity within a reasonable t im e period? (5% )  

8. Are the backgrounds and experience of the invest igators appropriate for the proposed 

project? (5% )   

9. Does the proposed project  include st rategies for technology t ransfer/ inform at ion 

dissem inat ion to the cold clim ate oil spill response and restorat ion com m unity? (5% )  

10. Does the proposed project  include an appropriate end user partner(s)? (5% )  

11. I s the budget  appropriate for the proposed work? (5% )  

I X. W hom  to Contact  w ith Quest ions  

For inquir ies regarding the general content  of an applicat ion or your subm ission, please 

contact :   

Kim berly Newm an  

CRRC Research Scient ist   

603-862-0832 

kim .newm an@unh.edu  

Alternat ively you m ay contact :  

Nancy E. Kinner, Ph.D. 
CRRC UNH Co-Director 
Nancy.Kinner@unh.edu 

Carol-Ann Manen, Ph.D. 
CRRC NOAA Co-Director 
Carol-ann.manen@noaa.gov 

Richard Langan, Ph.D. 
CI CEET UNH Co-Director 
r langan@cisunix.unh.edu 

Dwight  Trueblood 
CI CEET NOAA Co-Director 
Dwight .Trueblood@noaa.gov  

Carl Schoch, Ph.D. 
OSRI  Science Director 

cschoch@pwssc.gen.ak.us 
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X. Frequent ly Asked Quest ions ( FAQ)  
1. I s this RFP lim ited to m arine habitats or are Great  Lakes projects included as well? 

Projects focused in the Great  Lakes region will be perm it ted providing they fit  the cold climate 
cr iter ia. 
 
2. Can the proposal be em ailed rather than subm it ted online? 

Only prelim inary proposals subm it ted via the online subm it tal area will be reviewed and 
considered for full proposal submit tal. Access to the online subm it tal area is made through the 
CRRC website (www.crrc.unh.edu) ;  click on Funding Opportunit ies to review the RFP and 
init iate your prelim inary proposal subm it tal.  
 
3. This RFP addresses cold clim ate regions;  will there be other RFPs that  include a broader 

range of clim ate zones? 

Both CRRC (www.crrc.unh.edu)  and CI CEET (www.ciceet .unh.edu)  release annual RFPs that  
are applicable in other regions. Please see the Funding Opportunit ies links on these websites 
for addit ional funding opportunit ies. 
 
4. Are state or federal em ployees eligible to subm it  prelim inary proposals? 

Both state and federal personnel are eligible to subm it  prelim inary proposals. Federal agency 
personnel m ay be eligible provided they can docum ent  statutory authority to supplem ent  their  
appropriat ions with funds from  other federal program s and ent it ies. However, federal 
applicants may not  request  salary compensat ion. 
 
5. I  have set  up m y usernam e and password, why can’t  I  login and enter m y prelim inary 

proposal? 
Once your usernam e and password have been set  up, you will receive a confirm at ion em ail 
which provides a link to access the subm it tal area. I f you do not  receive an em ail confirm at ion 
and you have a spam  filter, please check to see if the filter has captured the em ail.  You won’t  
be able to login unt il you receive the confirm at ion em ail.  
 



Appendix D 

The Prince William Sound Environmental Setting 

Prince William Sound (PWS) is located in the northeast corner of the Pacific at 60° N 

(Figure 1) and includes an intricate network of maritime glaciers, rain forests, offshore 

islands, and ocean. PWS is surrounded by the Chugach Mountains that reach 4,300 m and 

contains the most extensive system of valley glaciers in North America. Most of the land 

area is in or adjacent to the Chugach National Forest. With a shoreline length of over 

4900 km, and a tidal range of 8 meters, PWS has an enormously varied shoreline habitat 

of seastacks, reefs, rocky headlands, mud flats, eelgrass beds, wetlands, kelp forests, and 

cobble beaches. 

 

Figure 1. Location of the Gulf of Alaska and Prince William Sound. 

 

The region is home to a rich and diverse marine ecosystem with large populations of 

birds, invertebrates, fish, and marine mammals. As part of the Pacific Flyway, PWS is a 

vital resting, feeding, breeding, and nesting area for more than 200 species of migrating 

birds that link PWS to regions as distant as Patagonia, the Gulf of California, and Hawaii. 

More than 100 bird species are year-round residents. Steller sea lions utilize the offshore 

rocks and reefs for haulouts, and 11,000 sea otters forage in the kelp beds. A resident 

Orca population of 360, and a smaller group of transient Orcas roam the Sound. The 
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region’s 3,800 species of invertebrates, including red and brown king crab, Dungeness 

allops, octopus, squid, and sea 

urc

0 pounds; and walleye pollock, nearly 4 million pounds. Recreational 

fishers, too, are drawn to the Sound’s biomass. For example, over the last decade 

recreational fishers took up to 47 percent of the total regional rockfish catch. 

While the PWS region was populated by small but numerous communities of Alutiiq 

peoples before contact with Europeans, it is largely uninhabited today. Southeast Indian, 

Athabaskan, Eskimo, and Aleut are among the indigenous cultures currently represented 

in PWS region. During the 2000 census, only 6,865 people lived in PWS. The two largest 

communities, Cordova (population 2,454) and Valdez (4,036), are predominantly non-

Native. Of the three other communities, Chenega Bay (86) and Tatitlek (107) are Alaska 

Native villages, and Whittier (182) is mostly non-Native (U.S. Bureau of the Census 

2001). Of the five PWS communities, only Valdez and Whittier have highway access to 

the main road system. The Alaska Marine Highway System (ferry) serves Cordova, 

Valdez, Whittier, Tatitlek, and Chenega Bay. The small local population of PWS is 

dependent o 999). 

or example, the Cordova local economy is based on commercial fishing, primarily for 

 

his 

crab, pink, spot, and sidestripe shrimps, razor clams, sc

hins, represent 3.5% of known marine invertebrates in the world and provide rich food 

sources for the region’s 306 species of fishes (FishBase 2002). Thousands of tons of 

Pacific herring spawn and are prey for many species of birds, mammals, and fish. PWS is 

also home to five hatcheries, which release a combined total of about 900 million pink, 

sockeye, and chum salmon fry into PWS each year. In 1999, over 50 million adult 

hatchery salmon were taken from PWS, the highest number on record. Average annual 

commercial harvest of rockfish is nearly 200,000 pounds; Pacific cod, 1 million pounds; 

sablefish, 225,00

n resource extraction for economic support (Fried & Windisch-Cole 1

F

pink and sockeye salmon, and the oil pipeline terminal supports the Valdez economy.

Recent declines in both the volume of oil flowing through the pipeline and the value of 

fish landings have been a hardship to these communities.  

The circulation and water mass properties of PWS primarily reflect large-scale ocean 

and atmospheric forcing. Atmospheric conditions are primarily established by the 

interaction of storms associated with the Aleutian Low with the coastal mountains 

surrounding the GOA (Wilson & Overland 1986, Royer 1998). As a consequence of t
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interaction, the prevailing winds are cyclonic leading to positive wind stress curl over th

basin and downwelling-favorable wind stress over the shelf throughout most of the yea

Upon encountering coastal mountains, moist storm air masses are elevated and 

adiabatically cooled. This leads to very high rates of coastal precipitation along the co

Much of this precipitation is presumed to enter the ocean relatively rapidly because of the 

steep terrain, except for in the winter season, when it is stored in mountain snowpacks. 

Downwelling-favorable winds are weakest in summer, build rapidly through fall to

winter maximum and decrease through spring. In contrast, coastal freshwater discharge 

a maximum in fall, minimal in winter (when precipitation is stored as snow), and 

increases gradually through spring and summer due to melting. 

e 

r. 

ast. 

 a 

is 

 

Figure 2. Circulation schematic of the Gulf of Alaska indicating the pathway of 

ward 

respectively (From T. Weingartner, University of Alaska Fairbanks). 

ds into upper PWS through 

two

 

long 

the Alaska Coastal Current over the shelf. Vertical bars show the relative 

precipitation amounts with K and S indicating locations of Ketchikan and Se

 

PWS communicates with the shelf through Hinchinbrook Entrance in the east and 

through several passes in the west, with Montague Strait being the most prominent. 

Hinchinbrook Entrance connects the shelf with the Sound’s central basin where depths 

exceed 350 m. The northern edge of the central basin exten

 bathymetric troughs. A 300 m deep trough extends to the northeast and terminates in 

Valdez Arm. A second trough curves to the northwest, where it broadens to form a

smaller basin connecting the upper Sound to Knight Island Passage and the passes a

the southwest portion of PWS. The Sound’s maximum depths occur here; depths exceed 
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ith the 

d and 

e in PWS, the flow 

proceeds counterclockwise around the central basin, with some of the flow feeding the 

waters exiting through Montague Strait (and also perhaps along the western side of 

Hinchinbrook Entrance) and some of it continuing into the northern Sound (Niebauer et 

al.1994, Gay & Vaughan 2001). Northern PWS waters flow southward through the 

Knight Island Passage and re-enter the shelf through passes in the western Sound. This 

outflow and the branch of the ACC that has rounded the southern edge of Montague 

Island merge southwest of PWS and continue westward along the Kenai Peninsula. 

This circulation pattern varies seasonally in accordance with the seasonal cycle of winds 

and runoff and appears to be strongest in late fall and winter and weakest in summer. 

Indeed

frequen ance 

and ent

volume of PWS above 100 m depth is exchanged in summer (May to September) and 

200

elf 

, 

ould 

700 m in the northwest basin and range from 300 to 600 m in Knight Island Passage. By 

contrast, the shelf immediately south of PWS is shallower and bathymetrically simpler. 

Indeed, the shelf south of the entrance is relatively shallow (~120 m) and flat, w

exception of Hinchinbrook Canyon. This canyon, with depths exceeding 200 m, extends 

from the shelf break to Hinchinbrook Entrance and provides a conduit by which 

continental slope waters can reach PWS.  

As the westward-flowing ACC encounters Hinchinbrook Entrance, a substantial 

fraction of it turns northward into PWS. The remainder of this current continues across 

the mouth of Hinchinbrook Entrance, thence southwestward along Montague Islan

westward again after rounding the southern tip of the island. Onc

, the counterclockwise circulation pattern might reverse occasionally, if not 

tly during summer, with surface waters leaving through Hinchinbrook Entr

ering through Montague Strait (Vaughan et al. 2001). As much as 40% of the 

% is exchanged in winter (October through April) (Niebauer et al.1994). Although 

these estimates are uncertain, they nevertheless suggest that exchange between the sh

and PWS is substantial and efficient, and should therefore profoundly influence 

circulation and ecosystem processes in PWS. Moreover, it is conceivable that the timing

frequency, and magnitude of the exchange of water between PWS and the ACC is 

somewhat episodic and may vary considerably from year-to-year. Such variability w

presumably have strong ecological significance in terms of the delivery of inorganic and 

organic matter as well as planktonic larvae and algal spores. 
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